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                  General Introduction
                       '                                      '                        .t
     rt has until recentlyVbelieved that the Beural networks
                        -been
of the centrai nervous systern are 'rigidly' ENffired. Howevert
               'in view of the 'plastic' bahaviQrs of the various animals
              '                              'it is natural te suppose that neural circuitries wrhich
   'pxovide the structural basis of these behaviors imrast change
                        '
their properties in response to various circuEmstzmces. Zt
                                                'is importantr therefore, to understand at the cndinlar

level to what extent the nervous system modiiie$ ats

property .

     Since the introduction of intracelZular recording

techniques, the property of synaptic transmisXasg iand the

detailed cirwitry of the nervous system have been extensively

investigated (Eccies, 1964: Eccies, et al.. k96'7>). Now the

experimental basis for the study of plastic eham• •.ges of

networks. at the cellular level seems to be weua founded.
                  'This experimental development has been suppiemenXed by
                                    'the theoretical advances as exmplified by the pma's neuron

models, which have been successfully appZied to the analysis

of the synaptic activities located on the varias3aess portiQn
    '
of the cell membrane (Rall, 1962;l964;1969).
                                                       '
     These experimental and theoretical advances provide
                     '
us a tooi fox investigating the neural pZastScgttly at the
           'cellular level. The purpose of the present investigation
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is to obtain the answer to the general question how plastic

the neuronal connections are by the experimental and
                                                         '
and theoretical analysis of the postsynaptic potentials of

one of the centraX neurons, red nucleus neurons.
                                            '        '     Neurons of the cat's red nucleus (RN> are excellent
                                               '                                                     '                                                      'materials for the study of synaptic plasticity, because
                             '
the synaptic organization of RN has been investigated
                                            'extensively. !n chapter 2, the synaptic organization of
            '                           'of the red nucleus is briefly described. In chapter 3, the

biophysical properties of the red nucleus neurons ay-e

Å}nvestigated and the standard neuron, raodel of the red

nucleus neuron is proposed by applying the compartnental

neuron rnodel developed by Rali. Furthermore. the s\naptic

location of the inputs from the nucleus interpositus

of the cerebelium and the cerebral sensorimotor cortex

is deterrnined utilizing the experimental parameters and

the neuron.,model. rn the next chapter (chapter 4). the

synaptic plasticity of the cere.bral input onto the Jred

nucleus neurons is de.q.cribed. The main finding of this

chap.ter is the experimental proof that the new synapses

are forraed in the red nucleus neurons after interruption

of the other input; the fibers Åírom the nucleus interpositus

of the cerebellurn• This was obtained by analysing the

postsynaptic potentials produced in the red nucleus neurons

by stimulating the cerabrai cortex. !n chapter 5 this
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concZusion was confirmed by the -anlysis of the unitary

postsynaptic potentials procducad by a sigie corticorubral
$- \naptic activity. In chapter 6 , the properties of
                '                                'synaptic transmission of the newly forTned corticorubral

synapses were described. In the last chapter a general

discussion of the present investigation will be presented.

The specific introduction to each of the chapters will be

presented at the beginning of each chapter.
                                     '                          '                                 '
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             Anatomy of the red nucleus

             '
                                         -1      In this chaptert neuronal connections in and around
                                                      ' the RN which have so far been revealed are briefly
                       '
 described. Zt should be noted that the circuit described

 here does not include all the connection but only part

 of the connections which is considered te be ciosely
              '                                           ' related with the present work. - - '
                                            '                      '
      Red nuleus of the cat is mainly divided into two

 parts: the rostral parvocellular part and the caudal

 magnoceUular part. The neurons $tudied here belong to the
                                            '
 latter and send axons down to the contralateral spinal cord.

 (The forrner sends axons to ipSilateral inferior olive

 but not to the spinal cord.)

      RN neurons receive synaptic input from contralateral
                                             'Esensorimotor cortex (SD4>. This eerebral input passes '

 through the cerebral peduncle <CP) and is arranged in
                                                ' a somatotopical manner. Monosynaptic EPSP evoke(1' by
                ' stimulatien of SM is follcwed by an inhibitory postsynaptic

 potential (IPSP). This is rnediated by and inhibitory.,inter-

 neuron which is probably located within the nucleus. This

 interneuron is activated by the input from fast pyramidal
                                                           '
 tract neurons. The synapses frorn S"1 terminate exclusively

 on the distal portion of the rubral dendrite.
                      '                                                        '      Contraleral interposed nucleus (ZP) of the cerebellum
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also makes synaptic connection with the magnocellular

part of the red nucleus (Parvocellular division receives

input from the dentate nucleus (DE)) by the collateral
                                              '                '                             'branch of the axon to the vetrolateral nucleus (VL} oE

the thalamus. In contrast tG the cerebral input. IP axons

form synapses on the somatic portion of the nucleus.
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     ELECTRICA[L CONSTANTS OF NEURONS OIEi THE R[ED NUCLEUS

                        INTRODUCTXON

     The passive electrical properties of neurons in the

marnrnalian central nervous system have been explored ex-

tensively by the use of intracellular recording and stimu--
                'lation techniques (Coombs, Eccles and Fatt, 1955; Araki and

Otani, l955; Frank and Fuortes, l956; Coombs, Curtis and

Eccles, 1959; Spencer and Kandel, 1961; Xto and Oshima.

I965; Takahashi, l956; Lux and Pollen, l966; Nelson and

Frapk, l967; Nelson and Lux, 1970; Lux, Schubert and

Kreutzberg, 1970; Burke and Bruggencate! !971; Barrett and

Crill, l974). Starting from a single time constant equiva-

lent circuit. the raodel has been refined by taking into

account the dendritie cable properties as well as the '

voltage and time dependent membrane conductance (Ito and
                                     'Oshima, l965; Takahashi, 1965;•Nelson and Frank, l967;
            '                                            --                                  '                                     'Neison and Lux, l970). •-                       '
     rn parallel with these experirnental reEinements,
                    'mathematical neuron rnodels have been developed (Rall, l959,

                                                           'Z960, 1962, 1964, 1967, l969; Jack and Redman, l971>.

Starting from the early version of the equivalent cyZinder

model (RaZl, 1959, l960, 1962) Rall developed the more

flexible compartment rnodel, in which denaritic trees were
                       'represented by a cascade of lumped pareumeter compartraents
                                   tt(1964). With this model, it became possible to analyse the

complex spatial and temporal sYnaptic activities generated at
                    '

                           -1A-



the various loci on the soma-dendritic membrane of neurons.

This rnodel has been successfully applied to the synaptic

excitation of motoneurons by large rauscle spindle (!a)
                                                        'affexents and has helped to disclose the detailed location
                                        '
of their synapses on the sorna-dendritic membrane of
                     'motoneurons (Burke, l967; RaU, Bgrke, Smith, Nelson and

Frank, 1967).
                                          '
     Membrane voltage transients following the application of
                                                    '                                                            'rectangular current pulses to motoneurons were found to

deviate Erom a single exponentiai function, but could be

expressed by a linear combination of three exponential

fundtions having time constants oE about 25, 5 and l msec

(Zto and Oshima, 1965). It has been shown previously

(Tsukaharar Toyama and Kosaka, l967) that the large neurons
             'of the red nucieus (RN) of the cat are free from the compli-

cation of the slow process. Fruthermore, RN cells have two

excitatory synaptic inputs which have been suggested to

impinge on different portions of the sorna-•dendritic membrane

<[Psukahara and Kosak'a,.Z968). Tn the present paper, passive

electrical properties of the merubrane of RN celÅ}s were

investigated more extensively. An attempt was made to
                        'provide a quantitative electrophysioiogicaZ description of

the RN cell membrane based on Rall's neuron model. By the

use of the compartmental model it was further attempted to

account Eor certain properties of the excitatory postsynaptic

potentials of RN cells.
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                         METHODS

     The cats were anesthetized by an intraperitoneal injection

of pentobarbital sodium (35 mg/kg). Supplernental doses
                                                      'CIO rng) were administered as required.' ln some casest the

animals were immobilized by intravenous injection of galZamine

triethiodide and artificially respirated. The procedures of

the experimental arrangement for intracellular recording from

RN neurons were essentially the sarne as reported previously

CTsukahara et ai.t 1967), !n order to prevent pulsation of

the brain tissue, drainage of the cerebrospinal fluid at the

atlanto"soccipttal linkage andr in some casesr pneumothorax

were carried out. ' -'                                       '           '     Glass microelectrodes fUled with 2M NaCi, 3M KCI or

      tt                                                   '
2M K"citrate having an electrical resistance of 6 to l2 Mst
                     ..were used. They were inserted frorn the exposed surface of
                       '
the hippocampus with a lateraZ angle of l5 degrees. As the

mScroelectrode penetrated the brainr DC current was sornetimes

passed through it to prevent its bloekage. The input

circuit for both recording and passing current through the

recording microelectrodes was similar to that described by

rto (l960). An operatipnal amplifier (PhUlbrick/Nexus

101101) was utilized in its construction. The output of the

voltage and the current recording system of the input circuit

was arRplified by DC amplifier <Tektronix 3A3), and displayed

on an oscilloscope (Tektronix, 565>. The voltage output was

also. connected to anoVher DC recording system in order to
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monitor the resting potential. Whenever a large amount of

current was passed to unblock the electrodes, the input of

the amplifier was disconnected by a relay circuit to protect

the gperational amplifiers. Stimuli were provided by brief

current pulses of O.1 msec duration by electronic stiTnulator

CNihon-Koden). Zn order to solve the differential eguations

of the five.compartTrtent model CAppendix)t an analogue

computer CHitachi, AIS 2QOO) was used.

                         RIESULTS

                         General

     Neurons giving stable intracellular recordings for

thirty minutes to an hour or more and with spike amplitudes

of !nore than 60 rnV were selected in this experiTnent. The

mean arnplitude oE the spike potentials was 69 mV for the 25

RN cells accepted for further anaiysis. Many of the neurons

were the same as those in which the regulation of repetitive

firing in RN cells was investigated by injecting long '

depolarizing currents CHultbornr Murakami and Tsukaharar to

                  'be pub!ished)J. - -                                      '                                                '         Passive Electrical Properties of RN Cells

     The resistance of 'RN cells was found ico be ohinic within

the current range tested. The term 'ohrnic' is used to refer

to a situation in which the veltage change elicited by two

current pulses is the algebraic summation of the voltages

produced by current pulses delivered separately. This linear

summation should occuth at any time during the background '
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membrane potential change. .
     Figure IA---D iilustrate examples of the original
        'records from which the input resistance of an RISI cell was

measured. From the extracellular records (ZoWer traces of

Fig. IE---H) it can be seen that no appreciable polarization
 'occurred. The make and break points of the intracellular .

Voltage transients permitted an evaluation of the compensation
                                   'of the electrode resistance. The filled circles oi Fig. Ir

Ulustrate the steady state voltages, partly shown in Fig. IA

--- Dt when plotted against current intensities. The data
                                                    'points were found to have a linear reiation. The slope of

this line gives the input resistance of 3.6 Mst. Mernbrane

resistance was rneasured in this way in all 25 RN celZs. The
                                        'input resistance ranged from i.1 Mst to 4.5 Msh. the mean and

S.D. being 2.5Å}O.9 Mst. The experimental points for the whole

current range tested were easily fitted to straight line for

every individual cell, thus suggesting that the input '
                                                          'resistance did not change with increasing pelarization.,

    'rn order to assess further the linearity of the voltage

drop due to rnembrane resistancet cuyrent pulses of short

duration were superimposed on the long pulse (lower traces

of Fig. 2A----D). !n this series, magnitudes and polarities
                                                          '                              'of the short current pulses were varied. Fiiled circles of

Fig. 2G represent the voltages of the raembrane transient

that resulted from changing the intensities oE the short
                                         'pulses that were superimposed on the long pulse. Since the

voltage plot fell on the same straight line whether or not
                                                     '               •1
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there was a background membrane potential change (shown by

a open circle in Fig. 2G), it can be considered that the

membrane resistance' of RN ceUs is voltage independent.

     rn Fig. 3A-K are found records obtained by changing

the time of superimposition of a short pulse on the back-

ground long current pulse. It can be seen from the plot in

Fig. 3F that the membrane voltages produced by the short
                                     '                                            'current pulses do surpanate arithmeticaliy with those produced

by the long current pulse independently of the timing.

Therefore, it is evident that the membrane properties of PLN
                   '
cells.are 'ohmic' in nature, for the current range tested.
                  '
This apparent linear behaviour of the membrane of RN cells

is favorable for a detailed examination of the time course

of the voltage.transientS elicited by a current step.

     Some records of membrane potentiai transients resulting

                   ttfrom the application of current steps across the ceXl mernbrane

of RN cells have been reported in a previous paper (Tsukahara

et al., 1967). The rnembrane transients could be approximated

by a combination of two exponential functions. !n this
                                      '                                    ttpaper, a rnore extensive study of the membrane transients was

                                                 'attenpted. .-
     Figure 4 (Two lower traces of inset) shows records oÅí

the membrane transient at two sweep speeds following the
                         .tapplication of a rectangular hyperpolarizing current step

through the microelectrode. The corre$ponding extracellular
              'record taken after withdrawing the'electrode is shown in the
                                            'upper trace of the inset. The voltage transients thus '

-22-
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obtained were measured at O.2 or O.5 msec intervals and

plotted on the semilogarithrnic coordinates. rn agreernent
       'with the previous paper, voltage points could be fitted by
    'a straight line except during the initiaZ 2 rnsec <Fig. 4).

This straight iine gives the rnerabrane time constantt To = 5e7

msec. Zf the difference between this straight iine and the
      'deviated data points of the initial 2 msec are plotted on a

semilogarithmic scale, they could be fitted by another
                                                      '                                   'straight linet the slope of which gives a time constant of

a second exponential function, Ti= O.7 msec.

     Figure 5 shows the fscequency distribution of these two

time constants of RN cells. The first and the second time
            'constants thus obtained i.n 25 RN cells were 5.6+l.O msec
                                              "  '
and O.6Å}O.2 msec, respectively, and tbe ratio of their'

amplitudes, El/Eo, was O.l8Å}O.05. Although the absolute
                                           'values ef El and Eo depend on several factors such as the

initial conditionst etc. as described by Rail (Ralli Z969)r

the ratio EZ/Eo does not (see Appendix>.

     Figure 6 is a plot of the arnpiitudes of these two

exponential functions, El/Eo, against the ratio of respective

time constants, T ]/To. Although theuce is soyne scatter of

points, it is iikely that there is a linear reiation between
these two ratios. This correlati6n was found to be of'

statistical significance (O.Ol>p>O.OOI, t-test and regression

line Y = O.97X + O.073, where Y and X are El!Eo and T VTo,

respectively). The solid line in Fig. 6 represents the line
              '
drawn through the mean value of these ratios and the zero
  '                            '
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point of the coordinate, having a slope of l.64.

     In searching for the possible structural basis of this

linear relation, it was found that the dendritic cable
                                   'properties are especially reievant (see Discussion). By
                                                     'appiication of cable model, it was possible to obtain a

linear reiation between the two ratios. The experirnentally

obtained ratior i.64Å}O.45 is not significantly different from

that obtained theoreticaUy which is l.8 according to the

five compartment rnodei oi Rall (RalZ, l964). This approximate
                     'rrtatch between experimental and theoretical results was taken
to indicate that the initial deviation of the membrane '

transients to a current step is indeed due to the cable

properties of dendrites.

     By using the ratio of T VTe, it is possible to caZcuZate
                                                        '            '                                        'the cable parameter or electrotonic lengthr-L, of RN cells

from the equation derived by RaU (l969)
                   '                                   '                       T.                              ----.nt--m"- (l)               L=
                   ,!To/Ti- l•
                  '
     The mean L value of RN cells was l.lÅ}O.l5 for the 25 RN

cells. Since we use the five compartrrent mode! in the next

section, the increment of electrotonic length per compartment,

AZ, relates to L by the relation, 5.AZ = L. This AZ value

was used for the later calculation. Figure 7 plots the AZ

value thus obtained against the input resistance in the

present sarnple. There is a negative correlation between the

electortonic length of individual RN neurons and their input
                                         'resistance (O.05>p>O.025, t-test and regression line oÅí
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Y = O.25-O.Ol2 Å~ where Y and Å~ are AZ and input resistance,

respectiveiy). This is in contrast to the findings for

spinal motoneurons (Burke and Bruggencate, l971).

           tt  Excitatory Postsynaptic Potentials (EPSPs) of RN ceUs
                                         '     The mernbrane resistance of RN cells was essentially
                                   ''ohmic' (see above) and the deviation of the mernbrane
 '
transient frQirt a singZe- exponential function was interpreted
                                             '
as being due to their dendritic cable properties. Xt is
              '                                                  '        'known that RN cells have two excitatory synaptic inputs
                             'which have been shown to impinge on different portions of
                          'the soma-dendritic rnembrane (Tsukahara and Kosaka, l968;

Toyamar Tsukahara, Kosaka and Matsunami, l970; King, Martin

and Conner, l972; Nakamura and Mizuno, i971). !t may
                                               'therefore be expected that the same cabie properties would
          'affect several features of these excitatory postsynaptic

potentials (EPSPs). We will now analyse their dependence on

voltage displacement at the soma in relation to the dendritic

cable pararneter,AZ, obtained above. '
        '     !t has been shown that EPSPs induced from cells in the

cerebral cortex or their efferent fibers at the internal

capsule are less sensitive to membrane potential displacement

than those induced from the nucleus interpositus (IP) of
    'the cerebellum (Tsukahara and Kosaka, 1968). By using the

standard cabie parameter,AZt found in the RN cell material

it is possible to estimate wherer expressed in electrotonic

distancer these two kinds of synap$es are !ocated on the

soma-dendritic rnembrane of RN cells. This is pertormed by
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comparing the sensitivity pf these two kinds of EPSPs to

membrane potential displacement and the theoretical results

based on the five compartment rnodeZ (see Appendix).

     Figure 8A--D UIustrate exampies of records from which

EPSP sensitivities to membrane hyperpoZarization were

rneasured. Cerebral EPSPs were induced by stimulating at
           'the cerebrai peduncle (CP). Figure 8F plots the peak
                                                  'amplitudes of both IP-EPSPs (crosses) and CP-EPSPs (fiUed

circles) against applied current intensities. Zn both

series, the points fell on straight linest which plot these

EPSPs when the amplitudes of the control EPSPs were set as

10006. Thus the ratio of the slopes of these two sl raight

lines gives the relative sensitivity of the EPSPs.

     Ten RN celXs were examined in this way. In generalt
              'the relative insensitivity of the CP-EPSPs as compared to

the IP-EPSPs reported by Tsukahara and Kosaka (l968) was

confÅ}rmed in the present study. By using a wider range of

current intensities than used previously, it was pessible to

cornpare quantitatively the sensitivities of these EPSPs to
                                            'mernbrane hyperpoiarization. The sensitivity of CP-EPSPs

ranged Åírom 29---75.9ig (mean = 48g) of the sensitivity of

                                     '!P-EPSPs in the ten RN cells.

     Since the electrotonic length of the standard RN ceU

is already known and the EPSP sensitivity to rrtembrane

potential displacement is not dependent on the time course

of the EPSP conductance, we can compute the theoreticaZ

sensitivities of EPSPs generated on the various loci of the
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Fig. 8 EEfect.of rnembrane potential dis lacement on the

EPSPs induced from the nucleus interposxtus (IP) and the

cerebral peduncle <CP). A: Control IP- and CP-EPSPs. B,C,

and D: Same as in A but during passage of hyperpolarizing
current of 1.s x lo'8A, 3.4 x loA, and 4.6 x lo'-8 4
             'respectively. F: Xn the graph the EPSP amplitudes
                                     '                                 J(ordinate) are plotted against the respective current
                                      '                                                  '                  'intensities (abscissa). Crosses for IP-EPSPs and filled
                  '             '          'circles for CP-EPSPs. G: Compaxison of the experimantal
        'data with those derived theoretically by using the tive
                                   'comaprtmental mQdel as shown in Fig. 9. The solid line
                 'represents the slope for IP-EPSP and that for computed

EPSP initiated at the fixst compartinent. The dotted lines

indicate the slopes for the cornputed EPSPs initiated

            ttat 2, 3, ;.., 5th cornpartments. The interrupted line
  ..
(arrow) shows the slope for CP-EPSP.
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sorra-dendritic membrane of RN cellst by assuming a certaint

but arbitrary time course for the EPSP conductance increase.

We also assume the equUibrium potentiai of the theoretical

as welX as experimentai EPSPs is the same independent of the

site of initiation. We used the puise-shaped conductance

increase of the duration of O.7 msec in the present calcu-
                                       'lation (Appendix).

     Figure 8G iliustrates the sensitivities of the computed

EPSPs to membrane hyperpoiarization. The peak amplitudes of

the computed EPSP induced at the tirst compartrRent (labeled

l in the inset) is plotted as a solid iine against current

intensities. The dotted lines represent "Lhe normalized

siopes of the computed EPSPs induced at the second, third,

---- t and fifth compartments (labelled 2t 3, --. and 5 in
         'the inset) when the amplitudes of the controi EPSPs without
                                     'membrane hyperpolarization were set as IOO06.
                             '
     In order to compare the theoretical results with the

experirnental ones, it was assumed Phat the IP-EPSP was

initiated at the tirst cornpartnent.. The interrupted line of
                            '                                                  'Fig. 8G iilustrates the slope of the sensitivity of CP--EPS,Ps

after normalization so that the theoretical and experimental

slopes for the ZP-EPSPs becarne identicaZ. It can be seen

that the slope Eor CP-EPSP falls between the slopes corre-

sponding to cornputed EPSPs induced at cornpartments 4 and 5
                                                 'respectively (indicated by a downwards arrow). Therefore,

it is suggested that the CP synapses are located at or near.
                   '                                               '                                 'compartment five. These results support the assumption that
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the ZP terminates at the first compartment, since the best
                                              '            'match between experimental and cornputed results was obtained

if IP and CP synapses were assumed to terminate at opposite
                                                       'ends of the chain of cornpartments.

                          DIscussroN

     In an extension of the previous study (Tsukahara et al.,
                                         '          tt1967), .more extensive measurements of the electrical
                    tt
constants of RN cells have now been made. The average input

resistance was found to be 2.5+O.9 Mst. The membrane transient
                              '                                                       '                   tt                                    'to a curre-nt ste'p could be approxÅ}mated by a combinaiLdion of
                 'two exponentiai functions having time constants of 5.6+1.0

msec and O.6 +O.2 msec, respectiveiy, and the ratio of the

amplitudes of these two exponential functions was O.18Å}9.05.
     '     A similar deviation from a single exponential function
           'was iound in the transient voltages of motoneurons to current

step (Ito and Oshima, l965). Ito and Oshima proposed two
                      'possible mechanisms to interpret this deviation: l. Another

time constant produced by the endoplasmic reticulum as has
          'been shown in muscle membrane by Falk and Fatt (l964).

According to the two time constant model of muscle fiberr

there is a third path through a resistance and a capacitance

in series, in addition to the two parallel paths through

membrane capacitance and resistance of the ordinary muscle

membrane. Transient response of this fiber model gives the
solution of the sum of two exponential functions (equation

26, Appendix C of Falk and Fatt, l964).
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     2. The initial deviation of voltage transient is due
                                                 'to the cal)!e properties of the neuron. 'i"his has been extended
                                   ' '                                          'theoretically by Rall (RaU, 1969). -These two mechanisms
                                                 '                                                   'are not rnutually exclusive. However, the former emphasizes

the contribution of a mernbrane component which has a smaller
                                 'time donstant than that of the ordinary membrane, with or
          'without the geometric factor of dendrites. while the latter

stresses the appearance of the Å}nitial rapid transient due

to the cable properties of the geometrically cornplex neuron

even if the electrical property of the membrane itself ean

be described by a single time constant.
                                        '     In the present investigation. it was found thati there is
                            '
a linear reiation between the ratio of these two time

constants and the ratio of these two amplitudes. This

constraining condition of the parameters of che two time

constant model was found to be particularly usefui for the

evaluation of the two alternative mechanisrns discussed above.
    '
In the former model, there would be 'no linear relation

between El/Eo versus Ti/To (equa't ion 26, FaZl< and Fatt, l964).

On the other hand, a theoretical linear relation between

El/Eo versus Ti/To could be derived by so!ving comparlment
                                                         '                                                        'model (see Appendix). Therefore, in this study the initial
       'deviation of the membrane transient responses of RN cells
                                    '              'from a single e.xpeonetial function was considered to be due
                                                            'to the cable properties of dendrites.
 '     In order to apply the compartmental model with a straight

chain of equal compartments or the equivalent cylinder model
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to a real neuron, several assumptions were made. I. The

electrical properties of this neuronal membrane are linear

and passive. 2. The membrane has one time constant. 3. The
                      '         tttsum of the 3/2 power of a!l branch diarneters at any particular
                                              'electrotonic distance remains constant. 4. The formulation
                                               'used for deriving the equation (l) required the knowiedge of

the terminal boundary condition.
                                           '     '     In this case, the tirst assumption was justified on

experimentai grounds. !n contrast to the non-linear
                '                                                         'membrane properties foun'd in some motoneurons (Ito and Oshima,

l965; Burke and Bruggencate, !971; Nelson and Frank. I967)
                                                    'or pyramidal tract cells ('Takahashi, l965), the purely linear
                 '                                                        'beh4viour of rug cel!s is favourable for applying the linear

cornpartment model deveioped by Rall (Rall, l964>. The work

by Bellrnan and Astrom (1970) further justifies the possibilitY
   '                                                       'to determine the parameters of the compartmental equation by
                                                '
analysing the membrane transient that is recorded at the

terminal compartnent and produced by the application of a

current step at the same point.

     As for the second and third assumptions, it was found
                     'with the compartment model as well as the equivalent cylinder
        'rnodel that a linear relation between El/Eo versus TilTo couid

be derived theoretically (see Appendix). Experimental ,

verification of this linear relation may be taken to suggest

that the assumptions for deriving this ralation i.e. assump-

tions 2 and 3, are justified. Finally, the terminal boundary

conditions were found to be related to the slope oE the linear
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relation between El/Eo versus Ti/To (Sato, personal communi-
                        'c a ti' o n> . '                  '
     In this analysis of membrane voitage transients, only

the second exponentiai ' component was considered. This was
                                        'done since the experimental transient analysis showed that

the third or higher components constituted only a minor

portion of voltage transient. Furthermo!re, theoretical

calculation gives a T2 value of O.2 msec and a E2/Eo of

O.04 by using the Eive cornpartment rnodel. This ordear of

values would be within the range of experimental errors.

Therefore, the third and higher cornponents were negiected in
                                  'the present analysis.

     By applying the cable rnodel, it is possible to define
                      'the cable characteristics of RN cells. [the electrotonic
                 '
length, L, of soma-dendritic membrane of RN cells was 1.1.

The equivalent cylinder rnodel has been applied to cat
               'motoneurons by Nelson and Lux (1970) and Burke and Bruggencate

<l971) to obtain the electrotonic length of the equivalent

eylinder. By making assumptions of the dendritic geo!netry

and the sealed end boundary condition of the cylinder, they

obtained an L value between l and 2. Furtherr Lux, Schubert
                           'and Kyeutzberg (1970) obtained an L vaiue of motoneurons by
                                                            'direct matching of the morphological and electrophysioXogical
                                    '                                           'data as l.5. They have shown further that the 312 power law

indeed holds true for motoneurons. Howeverr recent work by

Barrett and Crill found that the sum of the 3/2 power of the
                                                          '
dendritic diameters of the reconst.vucted motoneurons after
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ProcÅ}on dye injection ionotophoretically into motoneuron
            '
through the recording pipette was found to decrease with

distance from the soma. They developed a computational

technique to allow calculation of the passive membrane

properties of motoneurons based on the reconstructed neuron

geometry (Barrett and Crill, l974).
         '                    '     By using the electrotonic length of RN cells, L = l.l,

it was estirnated at what electrotonic distance from the soma

the excitatory synapses of RN cells from nucleus interpo$itus
           'of the cerebellum and the cerebral cortex are loeated on the
                                                        '
soma-dendritic rnembrane of RN ceUs. !f we assume that the

equilibrium potential of both of these excitatory synapses

is the same, it is possible to cornpare the observed sensi-

tivities of EPSPs to membrane hyperpolarization to those

derived theoreticaliy using compartmental model. Since a

change in the time course of the conductiance transient does
                   'not modify the rel.ative sensitivities of EPSPs to rnembrane

potential change, we used a pulse-shaped conductance increase

in the present analysis. Present results suggest that the
                          '
cerebral synapses are located around 4'AZ = O.88 X from the

sorna, where A is the length constant of the membrane, while

the excitatory synapses from the nucleus interpositus are

localized at the soma. Electronmicroscopic observation of

cat red nucieus by Nakamura and Mizuno (l971) has indeed

shown that the excitatory synapses from nucleus interpositus

end exciusively on the soma. Zt is -relevant to note that

electronmicroscopic data of King et ai. (King, Martin and
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Conner, 1972) have shown the purely dendritic location of

corticorubral synapses in opposum red nucieus.
                                                         '     If the eerebral synapses are located far remotely, at
                                                      'the termina1 dendrites, and the synapses from the nucleus

interpositus at the somatic membrane, a question would arise

as to the kind of synapses which are located between the

sorna and the remote dendrites. rt has been suggested that

the pyramidal inhibitory synapses are at or near the soma

(Tsukahara and Fuller, 1969). This led us to consider the

possibility that there are other synaptic inputs to RN cells
                                                 '
which may terminate between '.he soma and terminal dendrites.

There is soma indication for the other synaptic inputs to
              '                                     'RN cells although the exact location Qf these postulated
         'synapses is obscure at present (e-6assion, l961; Nishioka and

Nakahama, 1973; Tsukahara, Hultborn and b-lurakami, unpublished

observation).
      '

                          APPEND!X

Computation on Excitatory Postsynaptic Potential and Membrane

     Mransient Response Based on Rali's Compartment Model
                                                        '     By assuming that the excitatory conduetance increase is

localized in one compartment and that its tirne course is

very brief, it is possible to calcuZate the resulting voltage
                                                            'change at any compartment for "EPSPs" initiated at any one
                                            'of the five compartments using the five cornpartment model

(Rall, 1964). Some properties of these computed EPSPg were
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examined. For the calculations we accepted the cable

parameter AZ = O.25 and the menibrane time constant To = 6

msec. By the use of an analogue computer the resu!ting

voltage change at the first compart!nent (== soma) was cqlcu-
                                                        'lated where a pulse-shaped "EPSP" conductance increase with
      'a duration of O.7 msec and with the same magnitude was
                                    tt                 'applied to each one of the five compartments.
    '
     Figure 9A illustrates examples of these cornputed EPSPs

initiated at the first and the third compartrnent for upper
                       t ..three and lower three traces, respectively. For the these

values of AZ, membrane time constant, and the duration of

the conductance pulse, the time to peak of the computed

EPSPs initiated at each compartment was O.7, O.9, l.4, 2.3
                                                          '                                       'and 3.2 msec. respectively for the first, second, ---t and

tifth cornpartment EPSPs.

     Zn order to calculate the EPSP sensitivity to meinbrane
                                                            '                                  'potentiaZ displacement, DC current was applied at the first
                                        '               'compartment and after the steady state voltage was attainedr
                'the excitatory conductance was given at each compartment.
                                       'As would be expected, the amplitudes of the computed EPSPs
 'increased most prominently when the conductance increase was
                                    '
given at the first compartment. The sensitivity to mernbrane

potential dispZacement decreased progressively as the site

of initiation of'the computed EPSPs occurred rnore remotely

from the first cornpartment. Figure 9A illustrates specimen

records of these cdmputed EPSPs initiated at the tirst and
                                  'third compartrnents, with membrane hyperpolarization of two
                       '
                      '
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                                                        4 tt    rest (upperrltost trace) and during passage oÅí

    hyperpolaxizing curxents as indicated by vertical bars in A
                                                              ' -. using arbitrary unit fxom the compartnent l (raiddle and
                                .                                        '     lowexrnost traces). Horizontal bar indicates the duratien
                                               '                    '    of conductance increase. The graph in B' shows the relation
                         '                                              '    between the peak arTtplitudes oÅí the computed EPSPs generated

     at each compartrnent (labelled in the figure) a]td applied

     current intensities. The dotted iines represent the

     normalized slepes of the computed EPSPs when their control
                     '     amplitudes without current injection were set as 100
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different magnitudes. Figure 9B plots the peak amplitudes

of these computed EPSPs against corresponding current

intensities that were used to displace the mambrang potential.

In order to facilitate the eomparison between the computed
                 '             'EPSPs and those obtaineq experirnentally, the arnpZitudes of

the control EPSPs were adjusted to be the same. The dotted

lines of Fig. 9 re}g)resent the norvaalized slopes of these

computed EPSPs, initiated at each of these five compaxtments
                                'with the same control amplitudes. These slopes thus give
                                  '
the relative sensitivity to hyperpolarization of the EPSPs

initiated in respective compartments. !n the present case

the slopes corresponding to the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th

compartments were 80, 68, 57 and 450-o of the slope of the

first compartment. These percentages were used in Results
                                                      'for comparing the computed and experimental EPS .Ps.

     Theoretical membrane transient to current•step applied
                                              '
to the lst cempartment was also computed by using analogue
               '                                          'computer, but it was possible to obtain the anaiytical

solution. The t]ransient voltage had a functional forrn

V = i.=gi (.l '- exp-t/Ti), where i= O, 1, --, 4. By observing

the solution thus obtained. it was fpund that there is a

relation between these parameters as El/Eo = Z.81'TilTe•

Xt was further known that this is a relation which holds true

rnore generally in the case of n-compartment model as El/Eo
                                                     '                                   '= (l + cos I).Ti/Tor vbhere n denotes the number of compartments.

<Sato, personal communication). Since this linear relation
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is one of the important properties that this model can

predict, it was used in Results for interpreting the

applicability of the model to the experimeptal resules

of RN cells.
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                    SUMI)vlARY

                                                      '
     l. Membrane electrical constaBts have been studied'
  '                  '                                    '                                       'in neurosns of the red nucleus (RN) of the cat which were

identified antidromically from the spinal cord. For each
                                                         'cellr the input resistance was determined form the membrane

potential changes to current steps and was found te be

2.5 + O.9 M in twenty five RN' cells studied. !n addition,
    -•                                                '          '                                       'linear summation of the membrane response induced by two

current pulses was demonstrated.

     2. From the membrane voltage transients to current

steps, the first membrane time constantr'tre , and second time

constant, '2ri , were determined as 5.6 Å} l.O msec and O.6 Å}

O.2 msec, respectively. The ratio of the amplitudes of two

exponential functions, El/Eo, was O.l8 .+- O.05. A linear

relation was found between the ratio of these amplitudes

of exponential functions and that of the two time constants.

     3. The cable parameter <electorotonic length. L) of

the combined soma and dendrites of the RN neurons was

estimated as l.l from membrane transient data using the
                                               'relation developed by Rall (1969).

     4. By using this parameter, an attempt was made to

estimate the location .oE the excitatory inputs on the

soma-dentritic membrane of RN cells.
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Chapter IV



       ELECTROPHYSrOLOG!CAL STUDY OF FORMATION OF NEW

          SYNAPSES AND COLLATERAL SPROUTZNG !N R[E{D

          NUCLEUS NEURONS AFTER PARTIAL DENERVATION

                                        '

                        INTRODUCT!ON

                      '
     The possibilities for regeneration of neurons in the

centrai nervous systern (CNS) of higher animals have been

regarded for a long time as very poor (Clemente, 1964).

Zn view of this, the capacity for functional compensation

after brain lesions by the remaining nervous structures must

be regarded as surprisingly good. The compensation of the
                    'initial dysfunction by the remaining nervous system Eollowing

cerebellar lesions has been described repeatedly since the

first report by Luciani in l891 (Luciani, i891). However,

little is known about functional changes subserving this

compensation and their morphological correlates at the

synaptic levei. As far as lesions in the peripheral nervous
                '                       '  '
system are concerned, it is welZ established that sprouts

from remaining intact motor axons are able to reinnervate

denervated muscle fibers <Edds, l953). Recent detailed

morphologicai evidence indicates that collateral sprouting
                                                    'of intact axon may operate in rat CNS (Lynch. Deadwyleac and

Cotman. 1973; Lynch, Mosko, Parks and Cotman. 1973; Moorer

Bj6rklund and Stenevi, l971; Raisman, i969; Raisman and
                                               'Field, 1973; Steward, Cotman and Lyn .ch, Z974).

     In order to examine possible plastic changes of synaptic
         '
                                    '                     .tt        '                              --46-



activities, corticorubral excitatory postsynaptic potentials
                           '(EPSPs) were investigated in the giant neurons in the red

nucleus in adult cats afteac destruction of the interpo-'

sitorubral conneetion. PhysiologÅ}cai and histological
                 'investigations have shown that corticorubral synapses

terminate at the remote dendritic portion of the cells
         '                              '(Brownt l974; King, Martin and Conner, Z972; THsukahara and

Kosaka. I968; Tsukahara, Murakami and Hultbornr 1975),
                                              'whUe synapses from nucleus inteypositus (IP) end on the

soma (King, Dom, Conner and Martin, l973; Nakamura and
                                                        '                                                          'Mizuno, 1971; Toyama, Tsukahara, Kosaka and MatsunarRi, l970).

Electrophysiologically, dis"Lal dendn' tic synaptic input is

dominated by the dendritic cab!e properties, which cause

a much slower time course of these dendritic excitatory

synaptic potentials (EPSPs) than that of somatic EPSPs

(Rall, l964; Rall, Burke, Srnith, Nelson and Frank, 1967;
                                                     'Tsukahara and Kosaka, l968; Tsukahara, Murakarni and Hultborn.

I975). Taking advantage of this synaptic organizationr it

is possible to test electrophysiologically whether cor.tico-

rubral fibers form new synapses on the more proximal portion

of the soma-dendritic portion of RN membrane after interrup-

tion of the cerebellar nucieax input. This paper reports

evidence of such a plasicity of the corticorubral synapses
                                                        'after destructidn of the cerebellar input in a way which

may be partly responsible for the compensation of the

cerebellar dysfunction. Preliminary reports of the present

investigation have been published <Tsukahara, Hultborn and
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Murakami, 1974; Tsukahara, Hultborn, Murakami and Fujitot
              '

                          METHODS

         '
     The experiraents were performed on 51 adult cats.
                '                    'Three groups of Nembutaiized cats were used; one control
                              t tttgroup of normal animals (n = 20) and test groups with IP

lesions (n = 29) or lesions' of the sensorirnotor cortex
                              '
(n = 2>. rn the cats with ZP lesions, the right IP was
                                                         'destroyed electrolytically 4 days to more than 90 days before

the acute experiment. Similarly, the left sensorimotor
                                                     'cortex was destroyed 20 days before the acute experiment.

The IP nucleus was destroyed electrolytically by changing

the electrode position systematically several times and

passing cathodal current of 2 mA for 30 s each tSme. The

sensorimotor cortex was destroyed by eiectrocoagulation.

The surgical procedures and the techniques for stimulation
       'and' recording from the red nucleus neurons were the same as

those exployed previously (Tsukahara, Toyama and Kosaka, 1967)
                           'and will be summarized only briefly here.
                  '                       '           'Stimulation and recording
                                                       '   ' The Ci-C2 segment of the spinal cord was exposed and
                              '
bipolar acupuncture needles, insulated except at the tips,

were placed on the lateral surface of the cord for anti-

dromic activation of the rubrospinal neurons. BipQlar

electrodes made of acupuncture needles, insulated except at
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the tips. were inserted stereotaxically for stimulation of
                                                        'several sites. During acute experiments the corticorubral
                           'iibers were stimulated at three levels: within the sensori-
                        'motor cortex (SM), the rostral part of the cerebral peduncle

(rostral CP: at the stereotaxic coordinates of A8.5, L6,

and H-3.7), and the caudal part of the cerebral pedunele
                   '                                                '(caudal CP: at A4.5, L4.5, and H-6.1). In normal as well

as in chxonic catst stimulabing e!ectrodes were inserted in

the right IP and the left ventrolateral nucleus {VL) of
                                                    '
thalamus. In normaZ cats, stimulation of the VL evokes

monosynaptic EPSPs in R}g neuyons due to collateral activatÅ}on

of the interpositorubral projection (Toyamar Tsukahara,

Kosaka and Matsunarni, 1970; Toyama, Tsukahara and Udor 1968;

Tsukahara, Toyama and Kosaka, 1967). During acute experi-
                                                     '                 'ments following lesiens, VL as well as IP were stimulated to

estimate physiologically the degree of destruction of IP.

The subsequent histological control always verified the
                               '                                         'physioZogical estimation. . .                                   '
     Glass microelectrodes, filled with 2 M NaCi, 3 M KCLr

or 2 M K citrate and having an electrical resistance of
                                                        '
6r-Z2 Mst, were used. t4icroelectordes filled with Procion
                                     '             'yellow dye were used occasionally. The electrodes were

inserted from the exposed surface of the left hippocarnpus

with a lateral angle oÅí l50. The input circuit, for both

recording and passing current through the recording micro-
                   '                                       '  'electrodes, was siMi!ar to that described previously
                      '                           '(Tsukahara, Toyama and Kosaka, l967). An operational
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ampiifier (Philibrick/Nexus 101101) was utilized in its
                         'construction. The output of the voltage and the current-

recording system of the input circuit was amplified by a
                                              '                              '                               ttDC amplifier (Tektronix 3A3) and displayed on an oscilloscope

<Tektronix, 565). The voltage output was also connected to

another DC recording system in order to rnonitQr the resting

potential. Stimuli were provided by brief current pulses

:ofdgAl.MS dUraitOn frOM an eiectronic stimulator (Nihon-

Histology
                                              '     The degree of lesion of IP and the location of the
                  ttt                                       'stimulating electrodes were confirmed by histological

examination. At the end of the experiments a 100-. formalin

solution was injected into the carotid artery. The sites of
      'stimulating electrodes were coagulated by passing currents,
                          '500 uA for 30 s, through the electrode, and subsequently
          .tlocated by serial sections. Some RN neurons were identified,
                 t .tin addition to the antidrornic activation from the spinal cord,

by injecting Procion yellow dye, as shown in Fig. I.
                      '
Eleetrodes filled with an aqueous solution ef 50-. Procion

yellow dye with an average electrode resÅ}stance of 50 Mfl

were used. Hyperpolarizing current of iO-20 nA was passed

for 5--IO min across the cell membrane for dye injection.

After 1 wk, frozen sections, IOO lmi thick, were examined

using a Nikon fluorescence microscope. Figure l iilus-

trates a chronic cat RN celi stained with Procion yellow.
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           '                                .                                                 '                                      'Fig.l Sgaining of ari RN ceii of a chronic cat by ISrocion

yellow dye. A, Drawing of a histologicaZ sectien of the

midbrain of a chronic eat. A dot (arrow) represents the

location of an RN cell stained by l?rocion yellow. Bt
                                                -
Photomicrograph of a Procion yellow filled RN cel! witU

                                         .                                          -                                            '.high magnification. '                                              '                               -
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Computer simulation

     The theoretical shape of the EPSP in RN neurons were

analyzed by Rall's cornpartment model using an analogue
                             'computer <Hitachi, ALS 2000), as described previously
                             tt
<Tsukahara, Murakarni and Hultborn, 1975).

           '              '
     The model used consists of the straight chains of five

equal cornpartments of conventional synaptic membrane

                   ttequivalent cLrcuit having resting (Gr) and excitatory (Ge)

conductance channels with resting (Er) and excitatory (Ee)
                                       'synaptic batteries. }4embrane capacity (Cm) is inserted in
         '
paraUel with these conductance channels. Five such com-

partments of equai parameters are connected with each

other by mutual conductance (G.,), from jth compartment to
                              1]
ith eompartraent. The membrane potential at ith compartment

is Vm . The normalized membrane potential at ith coinpartinent,
                                                  'vi, is expressed by the following ordinary differential
          '            'equations which are linear and first order (equation l3 of
                                   'ref 38). The ith cornpartrnent satasfies the following

equation

where

dv.
di " Zj Vt,• vj + f;

     Vmi •- Er       LVi = Ee - Er

     ei + Xi
f' =

1.sij = GLj/Crn
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               vw- = -- i+ e'L E"uti
                              j?L
                   e = Ge •, /Gr

                   T = Cm/Gr

               XL. == ZL/Gr'(Ee - Er)
            '
     rn this modei, somatic rnembrane is represented by

the compartment 1 and dendritic membrane is =epresented by

the compartrnents 2, 3, ..., 5. Current I', x's injected at

ith compartment externally. In the case of straight chains

of egual compartment as treated here. yLJs = T-i(Az)-2,

where AZ is the incrernent of electrotonic length of the

equivalent cylindet imQdei and the total length of the cylinder

is n .AZ. [Vhe membrane time constant, T, was assumed to

be the same in all compartnents.

     By assuming that the excitatory conductance increase is

localized to one compartment and that its time course is

very brief, it is possible to caiculate the resulting

voltage change at any compartrnent for EPSPs initiated at

any one oE the five compartments using the five-compartment

model described by Rall (Rall, l964). Some properties of

these computed EPSPs were exandned. For the calculations
                     'we changed the cable parameter AZ to various values <see

Fig. 9) assuming T== 6 ms. By the use of an analogue computer.

the resulting'  voltage change at the first compartment
                                                         '(-soma) was calculated where a pulse-shaped EPSP conductance
                                                           '                    'increase with a duration of O.9 ms (see DISCUSSION) was

applied to each one of the five aompartments. This model
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was used for quantitative dvaluation of the location of
                                                       .
the newly formed components of CP EPSPs after partiai .

denervation at the various sites 'of the soma-dendritic

membrane of RN cells (see DZSCUSSZON). ' - '

                                            '      '               '
                 '                     '              - RESULTS            '                                                 '       '                '                                       '
l5.:h.:2g,2•.:Åí.;=:g.g.Ogii:.OX.g2gt.;c:x."b.iaiEpspsafter ,

     The typzcai slow CP EPSPs evoked by st-mulation of .

rostral CP and fast IP EPSP in a normai cat are illustrated

in Fig. 2A, B. Tn contrast, the rostral CP EPSP shown in

Fig. 2C--G, from a cat with chronic rP destruction, has a

much faster rise time (time to peak) and larger amplitude

than in A. The mean latency (Å} SD) of the fast-rising

coraponents of rostral CP EPSPs was O.8 + O.l ms (n = 93
                                      -
cells) for the chronic cats, which is slightZy shorter than

that of the normai cats (l.O Å} O.2 ins (n = IOO)>. By

changing the stimulus intensities, the fast-rising eomponent

of the CP EPSP could be graded in amplitude, as shown in

Fig. 2D-G, the minimal arnplitude in this case being l.2 mV

(Fig. 2D). Frequently, there is no simple decay following

the rapid rise and early summit; instead, a second peak may

occur as if the slow EPSP were superimposed on the fast one

(Fig. 2F). Spike o.otentials were usuaily initiated with

shorter latencies and the field potentials were much larger

than in normal cats (Fig. 2G>.
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     Time-to-peak measurements of rostral CP EPSPs corrected

for extracellular field potentials were made in chronic as
           '                               'weU as noxmal cats. In case of duai peaks, the initial
             '                                                       '                                                 'peak was used. The frequency distribution of the tirnes to
                                         '
peak of the rostral CP EPSPs of 119 RN cglis of chronic and

IOO RN cells of normal cats are shown in Fig. 2H and I,

respectively. The mean time to peak of rostral EPSPs in
                                   '                  '           'the chronic cats was 1.5 + O.6 ms (n = 119), which was
                      'significantly shorter (P < O.OOI) than that of the normal
               '                  'cats (3.6 + l.4 ms (n = IOO))..' Zn the majority of RN ceils,
          -
the times to peak of rostral CP EPSPs of chronic cats were

shorter than those oE normal cats. However, it must be
                                                      'noted that there were RN cells in which the times to peak of
          'rostral CP EPSPs were within normal range. Since the results
                                                     '
varied with survival time (see Fig. 7), the present sample

of 119 RN cells is composed oE chronic cats more than l2-
         'days survival time after IP lesion.

     The time to peak of the later peak of the rostrai CP

EPSPs, as shown in Fig. 2F, were measured by assuming that
                                                              '
this component has the sarae latency as the initial fast-rising

component. The mean time to peak of this later component is

3.0 + l.2 ins (n'= 28), which'is close to that of the normal
    -                                  '                                  'cats. These results thus indicate that a new component with
                                                     tttfaster rise time, whieh appeared after ehronic ZP lesionsr
                                                          'is simply added to the normal slow-rising corticorubral EPSPs.

     Figure 3 illustrates the relation of the time' to peak

of the initial and second components of rostral CP EPSPs in
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chronic cats. Zt is noted that there is a strong positive

correlation between these two values. These data rnay be

taken to indicate that the time to peak of these two

components is determined -large!y by the cabie properties of
                          'neurons (see DOSCUSSION).

                                                      '                                         '                                         '                                       '2. Conduction velocities of fibers responsible for fast-

rising component of CP EPSPs
                                                   '                                 '
     Si!aUa= fast-rising EPSPs, but with different latencies,

could be induced by stimulation of the sensorimotor cortex

(SM) and caudal CP. Figure 4A and B illustrate records of

corticorubral EPSPs induced froin two loci; the SM (with a

distance from the R}l of about 30 mm) and the caudal CP

(about 2 mm from the RN). Collision experiments partly

shown in Fig. 4C-E have shown that these EPSPs were generated

by the corticofugal fibers originating in the sensorimotor

cortex and passing down through the CP. By comparing the

latencies (second arrows in Fig. 4A and B> with stirnulation

at these two loci, the conductÅ}on velocities of the fibers

responsible for the new fast-rising components of the EPSP
                               'in the chronic cat shown in Fig. 4A, B was estirnated to be

l4 m/s. A similar estimation was made on 29 RN cells, and

the mean conduction-veZocity was 21 + 8 m/s. Figure 4F 'shows

the frequency distribution of these conduction velocities.

This value corresponds to that of the norrnal corticorubral

fibers, 20 m/s (Tsukahara and Kosaka., l968>.

     Frequently, however, a very small depolarization with
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somewhat shorter latency from the main component ceuld also

be produced by stimulation of SM (initial arrows in Fig. 4A,
                               '                                          'see also Fig. 8C and caudal CP (initial arrows in Fig. 4B).
                                         '                                              '                                                    'The conduction velocity of tibers responsible for this srnall

component was 40 m/s, which is in the range of fast-
                                            'conducting pyramidai tract fibers (Takahashi, 1965). In

normal cats, the fast-conducting pyramidal tract fibers end
                   'in the RN region, forming synaptic contact with inhÅ}bitory

interneuxons (Tsukahara and Fuller, 1969; Tsukahara. Fuller
                                         '                                                         '                  '
and Brooks, 1968), but not with rubrospinal neurons directly.

Therefore, it is suggested that after IP lesion. formation

of synaptic contact onto RN neurons, as identified anti-
                                         'dromically from the spinal cord, occurred from fast-conducting

pyramidal tract fibers. However, the potential was usually

                                               '

          '
3. CP EPSPs during membrane potential change

     Figure 5 illustrates a CP EPSP of a chronic cat during

rnembrane--potential displacement by injecVng current through

the microeZectrode. wtth hyperpolarizing current. the CP

E9SPs increased in size; and with depolarizing current they

decreased; and by further increasing the depolarizing currentt

they reversed in sign. This result, togethex with the

srnoothly graded nature of the fast-rising component. indicates

that this component is due to an EPSP and not due to a den--

dritic spike potential such as observed in hippecampal

pyramidal cells (Spencer and Kandel, 1961) or alligator

Purkinje cells (Uinas and Nicholson, 1971).
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4. Comparison of cable properties of RN cells before and

afteac IP lesions
                     '                 '     The simplest interpretation of the results presented

in sections l-3 is to assume that corticorubral terminals

sprout to form new synaptic contacts at a more proximal

portion of RN eell membrane so as to compensate for the

rernoval of its principal excitatory input. However, an
                       '                                               'alternative explanation is to assume that the partial .

denervation causes a morphologicai change of the RN cells,

resulting in drastic changes of their cabke properties.

     In order to assess this possibility, the eiectricai

cable properties of RN cells wexe analyzed in cats with

chronic IP lesions and compayed with those of a normal

sarnple (Tsukahara, Murakami and Hultborn, l975). Figure 6A

illustrates an example of a membrane transient response of

an RN cell in the preparation where IP was destroyed l6 days

previously. By plotting the voitage thus obtained against
                                                        'time on semilogarithmic coordinates, it was found that the

membrane transient response could be approximated by the sum

of two exponential functions of different time constants, and
                                             'final values as in norrnal cats. The main time constantr Tor

was 8.4 ms and the shorter time constantr Tir was O.7 ms in

the cell of Fig. 6A. Similar measurements were made on ll RN

cells. The mean To value was 7.2 + 1.2 ms, which is sMghtly

larger than the To value oÅí 5.6 + 1.0 rns reported for normal

cats by Tsukahara et al. (Tsukahara,' Murakami and Hultborn,

1975). The mean value of Ti was O.7 Å} O.2 ms (normal cats
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transient response thus obtained is plotted on.a ..
                                                     '                                             /-serailogarithraic coordinates. •The straight taiZ portion eE
                                      .                                        t                                                        '                           t.                                                   -                                '                         :.. s. -                    -tthe curve at times larger tPin 2 msec repr.esenes the first
                                     '                                                      '                                              '                            'time constq.rp-tr Tor 8.4 rnsec. `.The difEerence between the

                    'experimental data (fiUed cireZes) and the extrape!ated

.line was plotted on senilogaxitptrtic scale (oPen circies).
                                                 'The straight line threugh these gircles represents the .
                               .t t                                             'second tirae constant, 2i, of e.7 ;sRsec. B. The electrotonic

                                        'length (L> or incrernent. of the electrotonic iefigth of stve

compartrnent model <AZ) ef the ixtedel RN cell meTpbrane '

 (Ordinates) is plotted against the respective input ..
         .                                        ''resistance of RN cells (Abscissae).. oben cireiesr the dtita

                                          t - ttt                           'of chronic ZP lesion. FiUed circlesr the data of n6]Tnal
                              '               '             .t . . . tt tcats  dxawn frorn the previous experiment (521. , .1:;' •1 / ' 1.,1,.
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O.6 + O.2 ms (Tsukahara. Murakami and Hultborn, l975)).
                          '                                              'The mean membrane resistance of RN cells was 2.7 + O.8 Mst,
                                                 - '                       'which is not significantly different from that of normal '
                                            'cats (2.5 + O.9 Mst) (Tsukahara, Murakami and Hultborn,

l975). From the ratio of two time constantsr To and Tir it
                                                             '             'was possible to estimate the cable para;neter, AZ, or electro-

tonic length, L, of Rtg cell rnembrane frora the folZowing

eguation (Burke and Bruggencate, 1971; Rall, l969; [Vsukahara,

Murakami and Hultborn, 1975)

                       '                                'TT`               l, :5- AZ =
                            rmOl
                                                     '
The mean AZ value in the ll RN cells was O.2I + O.02, which
                                              -                                '                                                    '                       'is not significantly different fyom that of norrnal cats,
               '
O.22 + O.03 (Tsukahara, Murakaini and Hultborn, 1975).

Figure 6B sumraarizes the relation between AZ or L values and
                 'the input resistance in the present sample of RN cells.

Open circies represent data from chronic cats and filZed
                '
circles represent data frora previous work on normal cats

(Tsukahara, Murakarni and Hultborn, 1975).

   '5. Time course of change of rise time of CP EPSPs after IP
                                           'lesions

     In oyder to know the time course of the development of

supposed collateral sprouting and formation of new synapses,

time to peak of CP EPSPs was investjgated in experiments
                                           '
perforrned at different intervals after destruction of !P

nucleus. Figure 7 illustrates the relation between the
                                     'average time to peak of nhe corticorubral EPSPs initiated at
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rostral CP and the numbers of days after IP resion for each

experimental animal. Four days after lesion, a significant

shortening of the time to peak already occurred. Aiter iO

days it reached the maximum and remained constant for at

least about 80 days.

6. Cortical sites producing iast-rising EPSPs
            '  '
     According to histological (Mabuchi and Kusama, i966;

Nyberg--Hansen and Brodal, l964; PompeÅ}ano and Brodal, l957;

Rinvik and Walberg, 1963) and physioZogicaZ investigations

(Padel, A]rmand and Smith, 1972; Padel, Smith and Armand,

1973; Tsukahara and Kosaka, l968), the norm..al cQrticorubro-

spinal projection is arranged in a somatotopical manner;

from the forelimb sensorimotor area, through the dorsomedial

part of RN, to the upper spinal segment; and from the

hindlimb sensorimotor area, through the ventrolateral part

of RNt to the lower spinal segment. It was of interest to

see whether the new fast components of the corticorubral

EPSPs in RN neurons also foUow this somatotopical arrangement.

     Figure 8A illustrates the antidromic invasion from Cl as

well as L 2 spina! segments in an RN cell, which was thus

identified as a "hindlimb" unit. Figure 8B shows the
                                                         'arrangement of the stimulating SM electrodes, Eive on the ,
 '
precruciate gyrus and five on the postcruciate gyrus. ,
     t.Stimulus pulses oE constant intensity were applied between

the two electrodes placed both on the pre- and postcruciate

gyri. Figure 8C illustrates the cortical EPSPs obtained from
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these five pairs of electrodes in the RN cell identified in

A. The IP nucleus had been destroyed 41 days preiviously.
                                                      ttIt can be seen that cortical EPSPs were produced predominantly,
                                                             '       'but not exclusively, from tle hindlimb region of the SM.

The same degree of overlap was also observed in normal cats.

Correspondingly in other RN cells, which were shown to
innervate only the upper spinal segments (Fig. 8D), cortical

EPSPs were pxoduced predominantly from• the forelimb region of

SM (Fig. 8Et F). Therefore, it was concluded that there is

still a tendency toward somatotopy.

                   '
7. Ch]ronic cortical lesions and IP EPSPs
                                         '
     The results presented in sections l--6 have all been

concerned with changes in the corticorubral system after

interruption of the interpositorubral projection. It would,

or course, be of interest to extend the experiments to also

cover conceivable changes in the interpositorubral termination

after chronic cortical lesions. Prelirninary evidence indi-

cates that when'the SM cortex Was destroyed 20 days prior to

the acute experiment, there was no appreciable change of
                                                          'the tLme course of the IP or VL EPSPs.. Perhaps the inter-

positroubral systern does not possess the same pZastic proper-

ties as ob$erved in the pyesent experiments for the cortico-

rubral projection.

                         DISCUSSION

     The present investigations have shown that the time
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course of the depolarization of red nucleus neurons following

stimulation of the corticorubral pathway changed after

chronic lesion of the nucleus. interpositus of the cexebe!lum.

The faster rising cornponent of the potential started to

develop several days after the !P lesion. Furthermore, the

corticorubral depolarization increased in amplitude so

prominently that it was much easier to initiate spike

potentials in RN cel!s. This was revealed both by intra-

cellular recording and by the increased fieid potentials

induced in RN region by stimulation of the corticorubral
   '                                '                       '
             '   '
     As Eor the nature o=" ihe new iast-rising cornpQnent of

the potential, it could be argued that it may not be an

excitatory postsynaptic potential but rather a regenerative

potential, such as dendritic action potentiaZs (Llin5s and

        tt           'Nicholson, l971; Spencer and Kandel, l961). The latter
                                                      '             /
possibility was excluded for the following three reasons.
                                                       'First, the new fast-rising component could be smoothly

                  tt .graded by changing the stimulus intensity down to the '
                     'amplitude of about l mV. Second, by changing the membrane

potential either in depolarizing or in hyperpolarizing di--

rection, the amplitude of the new component varied gradually,

as would be expected for an EPSP (Eccles, l964). By intense
                                      'depolarizing currentt it was even possible to reverse the
                                                      'potentiai. Third, the new cornponent exhibited frequency

potentiation by double or triple sti.rnuii with a time course

similar to that found for- the normal slow corticorubral
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EPSPs ([Vsukahara and Kosaka, l968; unpublished observation).

Therefore, the new fast-rising component is concluded to be

an EPSP.

     There are several ways of interpreting the change in
   'the time course of the corticorubral EPSPs. The most straight-

forward interpretation of the results is to assume sprouting

frorn the intact corticorubral fibers and formation of new
     '
synaptic contacts at more proximal portions of the RN cel!

membrane. An alternative explanation would be that the

partial denervation produced a morphological change <Cerf and

Chacko, 1958; Jones and Thomas, l962; DEathews and Powellt

l962) of RN cells, resulting in a drastic change of their

cable properties, as has been observed in rnuscle membrane

after denervation (Albuquerque and ThesleÅíf, 1968). If, for

example, the electrotonic distance from the soma to the

distal dendrites had become shorter, the EPSP generated at

the distal dendrites would be less affected by the cable

properties and would appear less attenuated and with a faster

rise tirne (Rall, l964; Rall, Burke, Smith, Nelson and Frank,

1967). This possibility was excluded for the foUowing two

reasons. First, this cannot account for the dual peaks oÅí

the cerebral EPSPs. Second, there was no significant differ-

ence in the electrotonic length of RN cell membrane after IP

lesion. There was a IOO-. z'ncrease of the main time constant

but this shbuld cause an increase, not a decrease, oÅí time to
                                                         '                                                           '                                                       'peak of the CP EPSPs. .
                                  '
     Another factor which had to be considered is the con-'
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ceivable development of a denervation hypersensitivity.

Partial denervation is known to increase the sensitivity of
                'postsynaptic rnembrane ,to transmitter substanee, as demon-
                'strated after complete denervation of muscle fibers (Axeisson
                            'and Thesleff, 1959; bCiledi, l960). Such a hypersensitivity

could possibly be responsible for an increase of amplitude
                 '                                               'of the cortical EPSPs in RN celis, but fails to account for
               tt                                         '                                                        'the d.ecrease of rise time of the EPSPs.- After this con-
                     '                   tt ttsideration of conceivabie interference from changing cable

properties and developing denervation hypersensitivity, it

must be concluded that a new component appears after chronic

!P lesion, which has never been observed in normal cats.

The new corticorubral component must be generated at a more
                               'proximal portion of the somadendritic membrane of the RN

cells than the original corticorubral EPSP, as judged by

its faster rise time.

    ,By assurning that the corticorubral fibers in normal
                                      'cats terndnate at the most distal portion of dendrites (the

most distal compartment in terms of Rall's (Rall, l964)
            'compartment model),•it is possible to estimate how this new
                                                     '                  t.cornponent should be generated proximally. Zf the tiine to

peak of the rostral CP EPSP <3.6 ms) of normal cats is only

determined by the cable properties of dendrites (AZ = O.22),

the model (see METHODS> predicts that the duration of the
   '
excitatory conductance increase should be O.9 ms, when a
                                       'pulse-shaped conductance increase was assumed. From Fig. 9,

the expected location of the new cornponent of cerebral EPSPs

                                              '                                           '   '
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t•hese "computed EPSPs" are plptted against e!ectrotonic
                                     .                                  ---                             ' '      '                              '                          .iength (L) or increment Qf.electrotonic length (A'Z).'The.
                        '                                                         '                              '                                                      'computation was performed at three different values of A 4•

                                                         '                             .t t.The result' ant timesi-go-peak of these "eomputed FPSPs" are
                         '                                  '                '                                                         'plotted qs iUled circies. The-normal corti'co-iubral''EPSP
                              '                                                        '                                                 '                              -                     '                                                         'is considered to be initiated at.5th compartrrtent (S2>. . -
                                                  '                                          '          '                 '                                                   '    'Dashed Zine shows the e!ectrotonic iength of normal cats

                      tt(average of 25 BN cells.). The solid iine shows that oÅí
                                            '                                                  .-                                        tt t ttchronic cats (average of ll RN ceUs). '' ' '
                                 '   '                                      '       '                             .                       '                '            '          '                 '' 't       '
                                                      '                                                    '                                                   :k                             - t.                                           '                                   tt                                                        '                                  •' ' . 1-                                           '
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which produced the time to peak of l.3 ms, the peak value of
                                      'the histogram of Fig. 2, rnust be the-second compartment.

Therefore, the new component is assumed to be generated at

the pxoximal dendrites very close to the soma. This view

rnay also account for the shortening of latencies of the CP
                 'EPSPs in chronic cats, since the latency of the distally
                      '
located EPSPs tends to be estLmated ionger due to the delay
                   '          'of passive propagation along dendrites (Rall, 1964).

     There are possible alternatives to the interpretation

of our data other than occurrence of sprouting and formation

of new synapses. One possibility wou!d be that certicorubral

tibers always make morpholggical synaptic contacts on the

proxirnal as well as remote dendrites of RN celis, but that

the former is physiologically inactive for one or mere

reasons (Cass, Sutton and Mark, l973; Dennis and Miiedi,-

1974). However, this possibility seems to be refuted by

uZtrastructural evidence (Brown, l974; King, Martin and Conner,

1972) that the corticorubral synapses in normal anirnals
                                   '
terminate selectively on distal qendrites. ' '

     The postulated formation of new synapses does not imply

a priori an increase of the number of presynaptic fibers.

!nstead it may rnerely represent a dislocation of the synaptic

contact from peripheral dendrites to more proxima! portions,
                                                           'without any accompanying increase of presynaptic fibers.
                     'Although the question undoubtedly deserves a merphological
                                '         '
analysis, it seems that the double peaks of the St4 and CP

EPSPs in cats with chronic IP lesions (see section l in RESULTS)
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strongly favors the idea that the original dendritic projection

remains intact, while newly formed collaterais terminate

the synapse onto the more proximal region. This conclusion
                 '
is further strengthened by the knowledge that formation oE

new synapses with an increase in the number of presynaptic
                                                 'fibers (coliaterai sprouting) occurs in the peripheral nervous
              'system at the neurornuscular junction (Edds, i953). in the

sympathetic ganglia (Guth and Bernstein, l961) as well as in
                                            '
some \figt::g.gy,g::sl:g.s.alg:lg.',iggiG.xgg's:g." 2."g ;g;.igt,gx73'•'

                 '                                                   'of new synaptic contacts at the light-microscope level
                                 '(Goodman and Horelt 1967; Liu and Chambers, l958; McCo.uch,

Austin, Liu and Liu, l958) gained considerable weight with
                                                     'the detailed ultrastructural studies (Raisman, l969; Raisman

and Field, l973), as well as with the histochemical study
           '         '(Mooret 1971) on the partially denervated septal nuclei o'f

the adult rat by Raisrnan (Raisman, l969), and Raisman and
                '                                     '                                                       'Field (Raisman and Field, 1973). Lynch et al. (I,ynch, l973)
                 'and ,S.teward et al. <Steward, Cotman and Lynch, 1974) showed
              'that• iield potentials in rat appear in parallel with the
        '
process of reinnervation established morphologically (Lynch,
                                                           'MoSko, Parks and Cotman, i973), and their results and other
                                                         '                 tt t                                               '(Wall and Egger, 1971) suggest th4t the new connections are
                                 'functionally active. Zn this connection, it should be noted
                   '         '                                                           'that most oLF the 'work reÅíerred to above was performed on the .

rat CNS, which normally continues to'develop even in the adult.

It may be of interest, therefore, to.,,,investigate the possibility
                      ttt                           '
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for collateral sprouting and forrnation of new synaptic
          'contacts in species in which there is no further growth in

the adult CNS (see also Guillery, l972; Kerr, 1972; Lund and
                                                 'Lund, 1971). , ' .                              '                                   '     The present results have provided strong physiological

evidence for formation of new synaptic contacts with RN oE
                  'adult cats after partial denervation of IP input. Recent

electron rnicroscQpic work by Nakaraura et al. (Nakamura,
                                              'Mizuno, Konishi and Sato, l974) has supported the present

conclusion.

     The recorvery of function after cerebellar lesions is

well known in the literature (Dow and Moruzzi, i958>. The

mechanism for this recovery, however, has remained obscure.

The formation of new synaptic contacts from the cerebral

cortex onto the brain stem neurons, which receive both

eerebellar and cerebral excitatory inputs, may provide one of

the possible mechanisms for this compensation. The cortico-

rubral synapses, for exarnple, can compensate for the loss oÅí

the major synaptic input of RN cells frorn IP nucleus by

occupying the rnore favorable location of spike initiation

than the previous remote dendritic location.
                                           '
                                           '            '                                     '         '           - SUb,IbVXRY .                                        '
          '                                           '                                                   tt     l. Intracellular recording was made from cat's red

nucleus after chronic lesion of the nucleus interpositus (ZP)
                         t
of the cerebellum and the properties oÅí the corticorubral
                                                   '
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EPSPs were examined.

     2. It was found that the time to peak of the cortico-

rubral EPSPs induced from cerebrai peduncle (CP EPSP) of

chronic cats was much faster than that of normal cats.

There was no simple decay following the rapid rise and early

summit; z•nstead there was ano.ther peak as if the slow normal
                              'CP EPSPs wexe superimposed on the fast ones.

     3. By stimulating two loci, sensorimotor cortex and
 '             '                '                  '     tt                                       t.the cerebral peduncle, the conduction velocities of the
                                                     'fibers responsible for the newly appeared fast-rising •

component of the corticorubral EPSPs were rneasured. They

were almost the same as those of normal corticorubral EPSPs.

     4. The newly appeared fast--rising component of the CP

EPSPs increased in size by membrane hyperpolarization and

decreased and finally reversed in sign by membrane depolari-

zation.
        '                                       '        '     5. Electrotonic length of the red nucleus neuronst as
                                                  'estimated by analyzing the membrane transient response to
                   tt                                    'current steps, did not change significantiy after chronic !P
                                     '                                      '                           'lesion. ,
               '     6. Time course of the change of the rise time of the CP
                                                             'EPSPs after IP lesion was investigated. At 4 days after lesion,

there was already a significant shortening of the time to
                 'peak of the EPSPs. After about IO days it reached the maximum
                  'and remained for more than 80 days.

     7. There was a somatotopical organization of the pro-
   '
jective areas of the fast-rising component of the corticorubral
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EPSPs similar to that of normal cats.
               '     8. It was concluded that the dendritic corticorubral

synapses sprout to form synaptic contacts at the more proximal
                                     'portion of the soma-dendritic membrane of red nucleus neurons.

A quantitative estimation of the possible sites of the newly

appeared synapses on the soma-dendritic rnembrane was made.
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Chapter V



     ANALYSIS OF UNXTARY EPSPs MEDIATED BY THE

     NEWLY-FORMED CORTICO-RUBRAL SYNAPSES AFTER LESION OF

     THE NUCLEUS rN[rERPOSITUS OF THE CEREBELLUM

                    INTRODUCNON

                                          '     rt has untii recently been considered that ,
                           '                                                         'synaptogenesis does not take place in the central nervous
                                                        'system oÅí adult mammals, although in the peripheral nervous

system there is effieient regeneration (Clemente, l964).

However, Raisman <Raisman, 1969; Raisman and Field, l973)
       'reported electron microscopic evidence suggesting formation
                                     '
of new synapses in the septal nucleus of adult rat following

partial denervation. A histochemical study(Moore et al., 1971)

has supplied additional evidence of growth of sprouts in the

septal area. Steward et al. (1974) have further provided

knowledge that fibers from the contralateral entorhinal

cortex give sprouts to the granule celZs of dentate gyrus of

adult rat fQllowing iesion of the ipsilateral entorhinal
                  '                       '
                                                       '     The question needs to be raised at this stage whether
                                                   'these newly formed connections are physiologically effective.

Attempts were made to test this problem by using indirect

methodsr such as field potential analysis(Wall and Eggar, i97i;

Lynch et al., 1973),'but unfortunately there has been alrnost

noLd. etailed'intracellular study o'f thiis problem in CNS..

     Neuron of the red nucleus (RN) provides an excellent
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material for testing this problem directly by using

intracelluar recording techniques, since quantitative

electrophysiological properties of the synaptic organization

and the electrical constants of the neurons have been

investigated extensively (Tsukahara and Kosaka, 1968;

Tsukahara et al., 1975c; Sato and Tsukahara, l976). Indeed,
it has, r•6cenltJy- ioeJenr 'sin'own' 'by intra:cellular: re.cerd.ing that

synapses are newly formed in RN cel!s after partial

            ttdenervation (Tsukahara et al., l974, i975a,b). Cortico-rubraZ
        'fibers which make synapses originally on the remote dendr.ites
                                                   '(Tsukahara and Kosaka, 1968; Tsukahara et al., l975c; King

et a!., 1972), make new (Synapses on the proximal portion of
                                  'the soma-dendritic mernbrane following lesion of interpositus
                         +         '
nucleus <IP) of the cerebellum. This can be detected by the

change in the time course of the [Cortico-rubral EPSPs; a new
                '
cornponent with faster time to peak and larger amplitude

appears after !P lesion superimposed upon the slowly rising
                              '                                             'ones.

     The present paper is concerned with the properties of

the unitary EPSPs generated thyough the newly-fomned cortico-

rubral synapses after chronic lesion of IPr while the

subsequent paper(Murakami et al., l977) deals with the

properties of synaptic transmission.
                    '     A preliminary report on some part of the present study

has been publishied (Murakami et al., l976).
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                   IY[ETHODS

     [[Wo types of preparations were used. The first type were

with chronic IP destruction of the right side from twelve to

one hundred and sixty one days previously. The second were

cats without destruction of the IP nucleus. Ail animals were

anesthetized with pentobarbitone sodium (35 mg/kg), [ ,..'T
                                                'immobilized by gallamine triethiodide, and artificially
                                        '
respirated. Supplemental doses oE pentobarbitone were
                         'injected intravenousiy as required. The body temperature of
                                    '
the animals was kept betw.ben 360C and 38.50C throughout the
                                           '                                  '     texperlment.' .
                                         '                                '
     The methods of recording from RN neurons and of

stimulation and destruction of IP nucleus were essentially

the same as those employed in our previous report (Tsukahata

et al., l975b). Intracelluar recording was performed from

RN neurons on the left side. Microelectrodes fiUed with 2M

NaCl or 3M K-citrate and those with an eleetric resistance
                                              'of 4-8 Mst, were preferred. "lembrane potentials were monitored

through a low gain, D.C. coupled arnplifier on an oscilloscope
       '                   '(Tektronix 565) and amplitudes of the action potentials were

monitored.

     A pair of' acupuncture needles insulated except at the
                                                         'tips was used for stimulation. Stimulating electrodes for

cerebral peduncle (CP) were composed of 2-3 such acupuncture

needles separated by 1.5 mm. Those for sensofi-motor cortex

<SM) were composed of two lines of five acupuncture needles
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separated by 1.5 mm. A repetition rate of l/sec was used for
                                                   '                                       'CP and SM stimulation.

     Thel output of the voltage recording system of the
preamplifier was arnplified by a D.C. amplifier (Tektronix 3' A3)

and displayed on an osciZloscope (Tektronix 565) and akso on

a magnetic tape (Sony PFM.:-15). After the experiments the data

in the tape were averaged by an averaging computer (Nihonkoden

ATAC-250). 30 traces were averaged for the present analysis.

     An analogue computer (Hitachi ALS-2000)was used for

calculation of the theoretical EPSPs by Rall's compartmental

inodel as previously (Tsukahara et al.r l975b, c).

                   RESULTS

                                                ..t tt
     The experirnental results were based on 22 RN cells of

seven normal cats and 26 RN cells from eleven cats with

chronic rP lesion (referred to as 'chronic cat' below)r which
                                                            'showed spike amplitudes of more than 50 mV ranging from 50 mV

to 85 mV.

I. Tirne Course of Unitary EPSPs
                                       '
     Figure l illustrates examples of the unitary EPSPs

evoked in RN cell by stimulating the sensorirnotor cortex (S"G).

During SM stimulation with a fixed intensity cortico-rubrai

EPSPs appeared in an all or none fashion and also exhibited

fluctuation of their amplitudes. The EPSP evoked in this all

or none manner is considered to be due to activation oÅí a

single cortical cell or a fiber, or less likely a group of
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single cortical cell or a fiber, or less likeZy a group of

cortical cells behaving in an all or none manner with this
                '                                                    '             '                             'stirnulus condition which converges onto the recorded RN ceU,.

and is referred to as an unitary EPSP. The time course of

these cortico-rubral unitary EPSPs was compared in normal and
                                         'chronic preparations. '
                                             '
     Examples of cortico- rubral unitary EPSPs in a chronic
   '                                                    '                                                   'cat are illustrated in Figure IA-C whereas t-hose in a normal
                                                    '               'cat a-re shown in Figure IF-H. The traces shown in D and I are

failures of responses with the sarne stimulus intensity as A-C

or F-Hr respectively,and the "L]races shown in E and J are t1e

extracelluiar recordings just ou.tside the cell. As exemplified
                '                                                          'in this figure, the times to peak of many cortico--rubral /'
   'unitary EPSPs are shorter and their ampiitudes are larger in

chronic cats than in norma! ones. Photographs of 30-40 such

consecutive responses were takenr and the time to peakr
             'amplitude, and the latency were measured Åío each trace. In
       '
a few cases of chronic cats there were apparently l
                                      'double-peaked EPSPs. In these cases their amplitudes and their
                                     '
times to peak were measured for the first peak.

   '
Time to Peak
                                               '    '     As can be seen in the example of Figure l, time to peak
    'of the cortico-rubral unitary EPSPs is evidently shorte]r in

chronic cats than in normal ones. Frequency distributions of
                                       '                                         '                                                            'the time to peak plotted from records of the EPSPs partly
                  'shown in Figure 1 are shown in Figure 2A and B for the
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unitary EPSPs in a chronic and a normal cat, veespectively. [Vhe

average times to peak of the unitJalryl/ EPSPs showh i'n''Figur'e 2A

B are O.9 msec and 2.'9 msec, respectively.

     The arnplitude of the unitary EPSPs is larger in chronic

cats than in normal ones. The frequency dist]r'tibution of their

amplitudes for the EPSPs partly shown in Figure l is plotted

in the histograms oE Figure 2C and D, respectively. The

distribution is unimodal and the mean amplitude of the EPSP

l;.g.;:r.2• ggc.;a;.- t:.g'2 :.g'.i'g' :xo?.:a.m,gi.gin:g? xg.] .hel:.Qrmai

distribution is unirnodai, and the mean value is O.3 mV.

     In a few cases the distribution was not unimodal. These

were not used for the present analysis.

Latency

     It has been repDrted that-the laicency. oÅí. t)he cerapound

CP-EPSPs was slightly shorter in chronic cats than in normal

ones. The average latency of the unitary EPSP of a chronic

:.:tl?:OIIge-c'? FigUre IA"C iS 1.4 msee and that in no]rmal cat

     Altogether 26 unitary EPSPs recorded in cats with IP

lesion and 22 unitary EPSPs in normal cats were sampled in

this way and the average time to peak, amplitude and the

latency of the series of 30-40 consecutive traces thus

obtained are plotted in the histograms of Figure 3. It is

n.oted that the time to peak is shorter and the agiplitude is

.                                                  '
 '
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larger in chronic cats (Fig. 3A,'C) than in normal cats (Fig. ..
                         '                                             '3Br D)•.. The mean, S.D.i.(and the, range) of •time totipeak and th`e
                                                  'amplitude of the EPSPs in norrnal cats are 2.68Å}O.61 mesc(l.25-

3.90; n=22) and O.33Å}O.09 mv(O.23-O.41; n=22>, respectively•
                  '                        'Similarly, the mean, S.D.(and the range) of time to peak and

the arrtplitude ofi the EPSPs in chron•tc ca.ts are 1.36+O.59
                                                  ----•-
                                                'msec(O.81-2.64; n=26) and O.48tO.I6 mV (O.22-O.89: n=26),

respectively. The difference of the time to peak and L

arnplitude of the EPSPs in chxonic cats and those in norrpal
ones ' is statistically signifi.cant(p <O.OOI).'

 '     Mkewise, latencies of `LhG unitaxy EPSPs evoked by
stimuiation of CP or sM in' chrondc cats aitd normialgo-ines:.axe

shownlin Figure 3E. La.nd.F, respective.ly. The-.laten-e.y is L
                                                      '                                 '                                       'slightly but not significantly shorter, 1.llÅ} O.l7 msec<n==l5)

for CP-EPSPs in the chronic cats, than in the normal, l.l6Å}

o.l7 msec(n=l4). Similarly for SM-EPSPs, the latency is 2.01
                                               'Å}O.58 msec(n=ll) in the chronic and 2.15tO.51 msec(n=8) in

the normal cats.
                  t tt     Figure 4 shows the r/elatibn between time to peak. of..
                                                       '                                               '              'the unitary EPSPs, and their peak amplitudes. Filled circles

represent EPSPs in normal cats and' open circles represent '

those in chronic cats. It is noted that the EPSPs in normal
            'cats had large time to peak and srnall amplitude, while those

in chronic cats showed a wid• er 'r:arrge of: var:i•abiiity. on the

graph. Furthermor' e, there is a tendency for the larger

unitary EPSPs to show a shorter ,time to peak.
    '     A similar relation of the time to peak versus amplitude

Lf
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was derived theoretica!ly using Rall's compartmental modei

(Rallr 1964) and calculating the theoretical EPSPs generated
                                                           'at each compartment of the five compartment model as '

illustrated in the inset diagrarn of Figure 4. Times to peak

and amPlitudes of these theoretical EPSPs are plotted in the
                               '
same graph as large circles labeiled as 1-5. For deriving

this relation the same paramenters as in our previous
               '                                            '                                                  'computation(Tsukahara et al., 1975c) were used and an

excitatory conductance increase of the same time course was
                                                    'assumed to be localized in each cornpartment, i.e., membrane

time constant of RN ceils was assumed to be 6 msec and the

total electrotonic length as l.l. Pulse--shaped excitatoxy

conductance change of O.9 msec duration was employed for the
                                      'generation of EPSPs at each compartment. By assuming that

the peak amplitude of the theoretical EPSP caused by the

conductance change at the rnost distal compartment .'''u

(com.nartment5) is about 300vV, it is possibXe to compare the

theoretical results with those derived experimentally. A good
         'agreement of the theoretical cuxve with the experiimenta! /'
                  '
points strongly supports the view that cortico-rubrai i .,z
                                        'synapses are newly formed in chronic cats on the dendritic
                'trunk elecYrotonically close to the soma.
                                         '                         '  '     Presence of the EPSPs of the normal range either in the
                                                           '                                         '                                                         'time to peak or the amplStude is also noticed in chronic
                                       '          'cats. This suggests that there are cortical fibers which do

not:.9'ive-.-a.ny sprouts"(see.L-sectio,n2).

     In a few cases cortico-rubral unitary EPSPs with •.,.
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combined fast and slow components were clearly ebserved.

Figure 5A-E shows part of the consecutive records where

an EPSP with double peak appeared in all {A-E> or none
                    '         ' (F> fashion. Slight'decrease in stimulus intensity

caused complete failure of responses. •

                                    '   '                                         '2. Fast and slowly rising cortico--rubral EPSP during

membrane potential displacement. -. ''
              t tt tt     Sometiines both fast and slowly rising EPSPs were rec.orded

-in the sarae RN eell when stimulating different leci of the

                                                         'sensori-motor cortex of chronic cats. Fig. 6 iXlustrates
                                                           '              '
an exampZe of a pair of averaged records of fast and slowly

                                             'rising EPSP in an RN cell.

     When the membrane potential was hyperpolarized
 '                    '       ' (Fig. 6B and C) by injecting current through the irnpaling

microelectrode, the amplitude of the fast rising EPSPs

increased whereas the amplitude of the slowly rising EPSP
                                    '  'remained almost constant. The relation between the ampli-
                 '              'tude of the EPSP and the amount of injected current is

plotted in Figure 6D. Open cireies correspond to the fast

rising EPSP and filled circles relate to the slowly rising

EPSPs. Crosses represent the amplitude of fast-rising EPSP
                                             '                                                   'when initial arnplitude without injection of current was
                                                '                              'normaiized to be the sarne as that of slowly ri$ing EPSP.

     rt was necessary to average the data because of the

fluctuation of the amplitude of the EPSP. A large scatter
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     '

of amplitude of.the EPSPsto membrane
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( right) corticorubrai EPSP of unitary level xecorded in

the same cell by simulating different points of sensori--

motor cOrtex of a chronic cat. B: same as A but EPSPs
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current through rnicroeiectrode. Hyperpolarzing current

of stronger intensity than in B was injected in C. 30
                                      'consecutive EPSPs were averaged in A-C. Upward arrews
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in A-C indicate the time of bnset of stimulation. D:

reiation between amplitude of EPSP and injected current.

Open circles correspond to the fast rising EPSP and fUled

circles correspond to slowly rising ones in A-C. Crosses
             'represent the percentage increase (right ordinate) of
   '          '                     'the araplitude of fast rising EPSP. The control ampiitude

wÅ}thout current injection was adjusted to be the sarne as

that for slowly risng ones. Left ordinate; amplitude oL=

EPSP. Abscissa; intensity of injected eurrent. Lines

were drawn by the method of least squares.
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of the points in Figure 6D might be accounted for by

the variation of the membrane resistance, since it book

at least 30 sec to obtain one point of the graph of

Figure 6D. However, it is noted that the arnplitude of the
                 '                              'fast rising EPSP inceased more prominently (349o) than

that of the slowly rising one (70-.). Furthex, the coeffi-

cient of regression (obtained by the method of least

squares) is significantly largex fosc the fast rising EPSP

(dashed line) than that for the slovly rising one.

     Similar difference of sensitivity of the amplitude

of EPSPs to injected current was observed in two other
   '                                 'RN cells. This can be accounted for by proximal loca--

tion of the synapses responsible for the fast rising EPSPs

on the soma dendritic membrane oÅí RN cells compared to

the slowly rising one and supports the view that the fast
        '      'rising cortico-rubral EPSPs are newly formed at the proxi-

mal portion of the soma--dendritic membrane of RN celXs
                                           '                 '                              '                       '(see discussÅ}on).
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                  DISCUSSION

                              '       '     Zn an extent of a previous study (Tsukahara et

al., l975b), a more detailed analysis of the cortico-rubral
         '
EPSP after chronic -lesion of the !P nucleus kas now been
mad'e. By providing a detailed knowiedge of the pro-
                                 '                                               'perties of the unitary EPSPs the present investigation

has confirmed the previous conclusion that new synapses

are formed in RN cells form corticorubral fibers after

chronic lesion of IP <Tsukahara et al., i975b}. Firstly,
                                     '
a new group of unitary EPSPs with faster rising time

course and larger amplitude than in normal cats was

observed in RN cells of chronic cats. Secondly, this

new group of unitary EPSPs had a time course and an

araplitude quantitatively predictable by a theoretical

consideration that new cortico-rubral synapses were

forrned at the proximal portion of the soma-dendritic

membrane of RN cells. Thirdly, when the rnembrane poten-
          'tial was hyperpolarized the amplitude of the fast

rising group inereasea" whereas that of the siowly rising

unitary EPSP remained a.lmost unchanged. Taken together

these resuits indicate that sprouting and formation
                                          'oi new synapses of the cortico-rubral fibers occurred at

lllhlec:i2fiMai POrtion of the soma-dendritic membrane of

     A theoretical prediction of. Rall's model which ean

be compared to the experimental neuronal membrane tran-
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 sient was investigated previously <Sato and Tsukahara,

 l976). The theoretical transient oE somatic membrane
                                            ' potential change induced by applying current step to

 the soma is expressed as a sum of exponential functions,r.

 The ratio of amplitudes of the fast and the second .
              '                       ' largest exponential functions of this theoretical memb--

 rane transient was Eound to be proportional to that of
                                                    ' their respective tirne constants. This relation is
                                 '                  '                                           ' useful to evaluate the applicability of the RaU's model
                                               ' to RN neurons. Experimental analysis of the membrane

 transient responses produced by injecting current step

                          tt      ' to RtV cells showed that this theore-ticai reiation hoids

 true for RN cells (Tsukahara et al., 1975c). Furthermore,

 it was confirrned that there was nQt significant differe-

 nce in membrane tirne constants and electrotonic length

 of RN ceZls between norrnal and chronic cats (Tsukahara
                                                        '                                         ' et al., l975b). Hence we accepted this mQdel for calcu--
                                                       ' lating the theoreticalunitary EPSPs and used the same

 parameters as used previously for noTmal cats. It

 shouZd be noted, however, that calculation of the
                                             ' theoretical unitary EPSP is based on the assumptions

 that duration and intensity of tran$mitter action are the

 sarne for all synapsies and the equilibriurn potential of

 the EPSPs, i's also the sarne.
                               '                                   '
     The presence of unitary EPSP with doubie peak which

bahaves in all or none rnanner as shown. in Figure 5 indi-

cates that there exist cortico--rubral fibers makipg new
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synapses on the sarne RN cell as their original termination.

A fMequent observation of cortico-rubral unitary EPSP
                               'with fast time to peak and simple decay rnay indicate that

there exist newly forrned cortico-rubraZ synapses produced

by cortico-rubral fibers running ciose to the RN cell
              'without original synapses on these RN celZs. Zn the
                                             '                                  'previous report (Tsukahara et al., i975b) it was found

that fast conducting pyramidal tract fibers which normally
form synaPtic contact with inhibitory interneurons in RN
                                                 'region make new synapses on rubro-spinal neurons. How-

ever, the potential produced by the fast conducting pyra-

midal fibers was usually very srnall. !t must also be

considered that absence of the slow comporient superimposed

on the fast rising ones in cortico-rubral EPSPs should be

intexpreted with caution, , bacause a slight reduction of
        'the membrane resistance diminished the electrotonic

propagation of the remotely located dendritic EPSPs to
                 'the soma. Thus, the sXow cornponent of the cortico-rubral

unitary EPSP of small ampiitude tends to be overlooked.

     Zn summary, the appearence of the fast rising compo-

nent of cortico-rubral unitaryL'fEPSP after chronic lesion

of ZP is considered to be due to the forrnation of new

synapses on the dendritic trunk electrotonically close

to the sorna Of RN cell.'
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                SUmmRY

     l. Unitary EPSPs were recorded intracellularly

from neurons of the red nucleus (RN) b,y- stiraulating the

cortico-rubral fibers in normal cats as well as those with

chronic lesion of interpositus nucieus (ZP) of the cerebellum
     2. [[wo groups of unitary Epsps were recorded in dats

with !P lesion. One consistea of cortico-rubral unitary

EPSP with shorter time to peak and larger ampZitude than

those in norcmal cats. {rhe other consisted of unitary EPSPs

                       'oE the norrna! range. •
                                                    '
     3. The appearance the fast rising group oE eortico-

rubral EPSP caused by !P lesion was theoretically predic- -

table based on Rali's compartmental rnodel by assuming that
                                                          '
new synapses were formed close to the soma of the RN cells.

  . 4. The arnplitude of the fast rising EPSPs increased

more prominently by hyperpolarising the raembrane potential

than that of the slowly rising ones.
                                       '
     5. It was concluded that the fast rising group of the

unitary EPSPs which appeared Eollowing IP lesion was due .

to the formation oE new synapses on the proximal portion of

thw soma-dendritic membrane of RN ceil.

J
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PROPERTZES OF THE SYNAPTIC TRANSMISSION OF THE NEWLY FORb4ED
                         'CORTICO-RUBRAL SYNAPSES AF[['ER LESION OF THE NUCLEUS INTER-
                          '
POSITUS OF'THE CEREBEI,LUM -- - '                                             '                                                      '                                                  '               '         ..  .                                                    '             '                                     '                                             ..                        INTRODUCT!ON • '
                                      '                                                    '                                                         '                                      '                               '                    '                                     '     Modification of synaptic transmission caused by preceding

stirnuli has been found in neuromuscular junctions and cenicral
      'synapses (Eccles, 1964) as an increase of amplitude of EPSPs

for a short period after a preceding stimulust ' facilitation'

or as a prolonged enhancement of the EPSPst 'posttetariic
                              'potentiation' <PTP), after repetitive synaptic activation.
                                                   'The mechanisms of facilitation and PTP have been shown to be

due to an increase in the probability of transrnitter release
                   'from presynaPtic terminals <Kuno, l971). Extensive studies

on the frog neuromuscular junctions have further shown that
          '              'this is caused by influx of Ca ion into the presynaptic termi-
             'nals (Katz and Miledi, 1968; for review see Kuno, i971).

     There are eonsiderable variations in the degreee of

facilitation or potentiation in synapses of different pre-

synaptic origin even in the same central neurons (Eccles,

1964; Kuno and Weakly, 1972; Phillips and Porter, l964;
                                                 'Tsukahara and Kosaka, l968; ToyaMa et al., 1970) i4 contrast
                     'with the matching of facilitation among the nerve tibers
                     'converging onto a single muscle fiber in crustacean neuro-
                                                          'rnuscular junctions (Atwood and Bittner, 1971; Frank. 1968),

     In the red nucleus (RN) neurons', it has been reported
                                                   'that cortico-rubral EPSPs' $how a marked facilitation .
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(Tsukahara and Kosaka, l968), while interposito-rubral EPSPs
                                     '                                  'exhibit neither facilitation nor depression on repetitive
      'stimulation of the presynaptic fibers (Toyama et al.. I970).
                                 'The cortico-rubral synapses normally make synapses on the
                      'distal dendrites of RN cells (Tsukahara and Kosaka, l968;
                                                   'Tsukahara et al., 1975b). Following the lesions of the
                             'nucleus interpositus (MP), whose termination in RN is somatic

(Toyama et al., 1970), occurrence of sprouting and forrnation

of new cortico-rubral synapses on the proximal dendrites of

RN ce!ls have been reported previously (Tsukahara et al.,
             '                                   '1975a).

     Then a question arises whether the newly appeared cortico-
           'rubral synapses have the same characterlstics of synaptic
                            'transmisSion as the original cortico-rubral ones or not.

     The present study attempted to obtain an answer to the

above question. Synaptic transrnission of the new!y formed

cortico-rubral synapses after IP lesion was anaiysed by

examining facilitation `of cortico-rubral unitary EPSPs in

comparison with those of normal cats. Sorne properties of PTP
      '                                          '                                                     'were also examined both in chronic and normal cats.
        '
     A preliminary report on sorne part oE the present investi-
                                    'gation has been published (Murakami et al., 1976).
                             '                                '  '                                  '                        '

                                '                             '                               -.                             '     The experimental porcedures were essentially the same as '1i
                              'those described previously (Murakami et al., 1977),. In order
                                          '                                                       'to  avoid complicat-ons whi fh mzght be introduced by stimulatzng
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transsynapticaUy the cortico-rubral neurons in the cerebral

cortex, coritco-rubral fibers were stimulated at the cerebral
                                                'peduncle (CP) in the present sutdy. Xn the 'facUitation'
                                                      '           'experiment the stimulus intensity of CP was adjusted as smaU

as possible so that the amplitudes of cortico-rubral EPSPs
                                                       '                  'are in the range of unitary EPSPs in order to aveid contami-

nation by polysynaptic rPSPs (Tsukahara et al.t l968) and
                                        '                                               'to make the summation of EPSPs in the linear range (cf. Martin,
                                                      '                                                       '

                           RESU[,[IIiS

     '     The data presented here were sampled from RN cells in

cats where the interpositus nucieus was destroyed from

fifteen to one hundred and sixty-one days prior to the acute

experiment (referred to as chronic cats below) and those in

normal cats. Data were collected from RN cells having spike

amplitudes of more than 50 mV and showing stable resting

potentials.

1. FacUitation of Cortico-Rubral Synaptic Transmission

     When double stirnuli with the same stimulus intensity

were applied to cerebrai peduncle (CP), the amplitude of the

second EPSP was larger than that of the preceding one as

shown in Figure IA--D. This facilitation of the synaptic

transmission produced by the preceding stimulus was seen for

CP-EPSPs in both the chronic (Fig. 1'A and B) and the normal

cat (Fig. IC and D). In all the experiments described here,
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the interval between the pair'ed double stimuli was fixed as
                                  'large as 1 sec so that there would be no residual facUitatory
                                   'effect due to the preceding doubie stimuli. As has been

desc]ribed in the p]revious pape]r (Murakami et al., 1977),

there were considerable fluctuations in the amplitude of

                      'cortico-rgbral EPSPs. Therefore, the responses were averaged
      'by an averaging computer and ,the aveTaged rgcords as exempli-
                                              '                                                    'fied in Figure IE were used for the subsequent' analysis.
                                    '     The degree of facilitation was defined as the ratio of
    '                                     'the difference between the amplitudes of the first (V" and

the $econd (V2) EPSP agaÅ}ns"L the Eirst response, •

          f12 = <V2 - Vl)/Vlr
     '                                                  '                     'as iUustrated in the inset diagram of Figure 2A. This is

plotted in Figure 2A for an example of a normal cat against
             'stimulus interval. As S,hown in the example shown in Fi-gure
          .t        tt2A the facilitation attains its peak at the interval of
                             'about 3 msec and thereafter deciines in two phases; it
                'initially decreases rapidly and then slowly.

     The time course of the facUitation thus obtained was

measured in i4 RN ceUs of chronic cats and 12 RN cells of
                                              '   tt t                                                       'normal ones. The mean and standard deviation were then

caZculated and plotted in Figure 2B and C against stimulus

intervai fox the chronic (Fig. 2B) and the normal cats (Fig.

2C}, respectively. ' ' '                                                '                                                    '                                          '     Although the degree of facilitation for the EPSPs in
                                    'chronic cats (Fig. 2B) is slightly smaller than those in

norrnal ones (Fig. 2C)t the difference is not statistically
                                    '
                                         '                  '
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                                                          'of facilitation of 14 EPSPs in chrQnic cats was piotted on

logarithmic ordinate against stirnulus interval (open

circles). The pZotted points could be fitted by a straight
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line except for the initial IO msec. The slope of the

straight line gives a time constant of 44 msec. The

differences between the experimentally obtained. values
                                                t. (open circies) and the extrapoZated straight linq. (detted
           'line) were replotted in the sarne graph (filied cirlces).
               'These values could be fitted by another straig' ht Zine

                                                   '                                                     ttwhich gives the second time constant oE 6 msee.• C: same
                                        t ttt                                               ' as B, bUt the rrtean tirne course of faCilitatiQn of 12
                 ' EPSPs recorded in noraal cats. The time cons'tants are
                               . t+ -.                                               ' 54 rasec and 3 msec for the normal cats. Stra;ght lines
                   - giving the large tine constants were drawn by applying
                                                    ' the least.--square meth6d for points between IO.msec and 5o

 msee and those giving the smail time constants wer.e drawn

 by 'appiying the sarne method for points betwgen 3 msec and

                                .                                       '                                         '                             '       '  .               '                                                 -t
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significant (p > O.05, t-test, compared at each intervai).

By comparing the mean time course of facilitation in chronie

and normal cats shown in Figure 2B and C, it is noticed that

time course of facilitation decays approximately exponentÅ}aUy
                                                 'on the average with a cornparable time course both in chronic

and normai cats except for the initial 10 msee.
                                                    '
     The amplitude of the third EPSP was still larger than

the second as shown in a specimen record in Figure 3A, where

three successive stimuli of the identical interval and

intensity were applied to CP in a chronic cat. The degree

of facilitation caused by the preceding stimuli was defined

by the ratio of the difference between the EPSPs produced by

the third stimulus and that by the first stimulus to CP

divided by the amplitude of the Eirst EPSP as illustrated in

Figure 3B. The degree of facilitation for the third EPSP as

defined above was measured in the same RN cells of chronic

cats as used in Figure 2B at various intervals and the mean

facilitation was plotted in Figure 3C against stimulus
            '                                                   'intervals. The larger degree of facilitation for the third
EPSP than for the second may bb consequence of addition of
                    'facilitation such as linear summation of fa.cUitation

(Mallart and Martin, l967; Muir and Porter, l973).
                                          '     In the experiment shown in Fig,ure' 4, the amplitude of
                                                         '
the first and the second cortice-rubral unitary EPSPs res-

ponding to two successive stimuli to CP were measured directly

                                                    'from photographic records without averaging. '
                                                             '                              '     A facilitation of the second fast rising cortico-rubral
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Fig. 3 Facilitation of cortico-rubral EPSPs to three

succes$ive stimuli. A: a specSmen record of coxtico-
                  '
rubral EPSP in response to three successive CP stimu!i

in a chronic cat. D.C. recording. B: the rnethod for
                                                'measuring the facilitation for the third EPSP (f13).

fl3 is defined as a difference between the peak amplitude

of the third and the first corticorubral EPSP (V3-Vl),
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divided by the first EPSP (Vl). C: facilitation for

the third EPSP. Ordinate; mean facUitation for the

third response of l2 EPSPs when triple stimulÅ} of identical
                                         'interval and strength were applied to CP of chronic cats.

Abscissa; interval between stimulus pulses. Vertical
                                  '                                              'bars represent standard deviation.
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EPSPs was observed even when no fast rising EPSP was evoked

by the first stimulus to CP (Fig. 4B, control in Fig. 4A>.

Further, as would be expected tihe amplitudes of the. second

EPSPs were mostly larger than the first ones (Fig. 4A and C).
                  'Figure 4D shows the relation between the amplitudes of the

first cortico-rubrai EPSPs (Vi) and those of the second (V2).
          'rt is clear that V2 is larger than Vi (p < O.Ol), and the

amplitudes of the second EPSPs are significantly larger than

Vi (p <O.02, t-test) even when Vi=O (points on the ordi-

nate). Figure 4D further indioates that freguency of -

occurrence of failures is markedly reduced for the second CP

stimuZus and that there was no correlation between the amplÅ}-
tudes of the second EPSPs and those of the first (p >'  O.1,

t-test, not including failures). Measurements of' Vi and V2

from photographic records were perEormed with appreciable

accuracy in 4 RN cells of chronic cats and 2 RN cells of
                                                 'normal ones. In alZ of them sirailar relations between V! and

V2 as deScirbed here were obtainedr

             tt                            '
2. Relation Between the [I?ime Course of EPSP and the Degree
                                           'of Facilitation ' •                                                    '
     The peak value of the facilitation (maximurn facilitation)

differed from cell to cell as is noticed from large standard

deviation oÅí the data shown in Figure 2B and C. It also

varies depending on the tinie course of the EPSP as shown in

Figure 5. rt was found that there is a tendency that the .

more rapidly rising EPSPs {Fig. 5A) have the smaller facili-

tation (Fig. 5B> and vice versa (Fig. 5C and D). Figure 5E
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shows the relation between the maximum facilitation and the

time to peak of the EPSP. The maxirnurn facilitation was

measured at the surnmit of the facilitation curve as shown in
                                      t ttFigure 2A (downward arrow). The correlation between the
          'rnaximurn facilitation and the time to peak of the EPSPs is

statistically significant (r = O.63; p < O.OOI, t-test)

(cf. Porter, l970).

            ' '                 '
3. 'Posttetanic PotentiatÅ}on
       '                                                 '
     A posttetanic potentiation of the cortieo-rubral EPSPs

was also found both in chronic cats and in normal ones after

-repetitive CP stiimulation. The upper txaces of Figure 6A

and B show exarnples of coytico-rub.r.al EPSPs in a chronic cat

before tetanic stimulation of CP. Foilowing tetanic stimu-

lation at 200 Hz for 10 sec (represented by stippled area)

the amplitudes of the EPSPs increased as shown in Figure 6C

and D. Similar increase of arnplitudes of the EPSPs was also

seen in normal cats (control in Fig. 6E and F utpper traces)

after tetanic stimulation of CP as shown in Figure 6G and H

(upper traces). Judging from the simultaneously recorded

membrane potential change produced by the injection of a

square-wave current (lower traces in Fig. 6A-H) there was no

appreciable change of membrane resistance of the R]Sl ceii

after tetanic stimulation.
                                        '
     Typical examples of the time course of the potentiation
                             'are shown in Figure 7A and B for the EPSPs in a ehronic and
 -                                                       'a norrnal cat, respectively. Arnplitu' des of the EPSPs are '

represented by large filled circles. The maximal potentiation
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Fig. 6
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 -Avp', ' b-t '                                 '               '        '           '                               '."- )i"`-"-T/-- HSV
.-.., ssec i/1'-'Ned.,ft::iiM,:]!2mv

                    f'"' - '-sk..-../----]smv NvZiMieoCm,y

                              -                              1Omsec

                       .
Posttetanic potentiation of cortico-rubral

EPSPs. A fast rising cortico-rubraZ EPSPs before
(At B. upper traces)' and after (C, D, iower traces)

tetanic stimuiatien of CP at 200 Hz for 10 sec in a.
                                               •t  .chronic ca' t. Et F: sarne as A and B but the EPSP in
a normal cat .(upper traces). G, H: same a' s-C and D

but in a normal eat after tetanic stimulation oE CP at

i22• .::.[2• g.2g.ge:Åíg:;gg lxa. g, :gk',.:: :eg,aEt.ei ::ganic

Gr H. Lower traces in A-H are the rnembrane potential

changes produced by the passage of current pulses through

inicroelectrode imme.diately after recording.the EPSPs.

                                      '
                              '        '                         '
            '
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Stippled areas represent the period of tetanic stimula-
   e
tion. The voltage calibration 'in D applies to the' lower

traoes frora A to D and that in the lower trace of H
        .
applieS te the lower traces from E to H. The voltage

calibration in the upper trace eÅí H applies to the

                                                     'upper traces frorn A to H. Tirne caZibration ef 2 rnsec

in the upper trace oE H applies to aU the upper traces

and that in the iower trace of IO msec of H applies to
till the Zower traces.                      Lower traces are alZ D.C.
                      .recordings.
           '
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of the amplitudes of EPSPs was attained immediately after

the tetanic stimulation. The potentiation deciined slowly
       '               '                                         'iasting for several minutes. Similar potentiation of the
                                          'amplitudes of EPSPs was seen Å}n 4 RN cells in chronic cats
                                 '                    '                                     'and 5RN cells in normal ones. Open and filled circles in

the lower part of Figure 7A and B represent rnembrane resistance
                                                        '                                                  'and change in resting membrane potential, respectively. It

can be seen that there is no appreciable change in the
                        'membrane resistance or in the resting membrane potential
              'associated with the increase of the amplitudes of EPSPs.
      '                                               'Thus the increase of the amplitudes of the EPSPs is a genuine
                               '                 'PTP and not due to a change in the membrane potenital or ini

the conductance of RN cells. A more prorninent potentSation

was observed as the freguency and/or duration of tetanic

stirnulation was increased. However, the degree of potenti-
    '                                             '                      'ation of fast rising cortico-rubral EPSPs in chronic cats
           'was not appreciably different from that of the slowly rising
                                   '                                              'EPSPs of norrnal cats. ' '                                              '

                            '
                        DISCUSSION

                                                          '                                            ttt     The results in the present investigation have shown that

cortico-rubral EPSPs mediated by the newly formed synapses
                               'exhibited facilitation and posttetanic potentiation as ob-
                                             'served in the cortico-rubral EPSPs of normal cats. Further-
                                                          '
more, the degree of facilitation was larger for the slowly
                                  '                             'rising EPSPs than for the Åíast risirtg EPSPs; there was a

correlation between,the time to peak of the EPSPs and their
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.
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Large c#cles; arnplitudes of cortico-rubraZ EPSPs.
Op'en circles represent the mernbrane resistance as'  the

ratio;r. of the mean value before tetanie stirrtuZatien.

                               .SmaZl filZed circles represent the deviation of the
          t.                                 tt                                                    ':nembrane potential from the mean value before tetanic
                                        'stimuii. B:' sarne as A but in a normai cat.
                                     .                                        .                   tt                          '              '                        '
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degree of facilitation. -                          '
     In agreement with the previous reports in neurornuscuiar
                                                           'junctions or perjpheral and central synapses (Eccles, l964;
                                                     '     ,-Kuno, l971), the mechanism of facil'itation in cortico-rubral
                                                   'synapses is assumed to be presynaptic in nature for the
                                                         '
following reasons. rn the first place, there was an enhance-

rnent of the second cortico-rubral EPSP even when the first

stimulus to CP failed to evoke any EPSP. Secondly. the

frequency of failures was much less for the second response

than for the first. [ehirdly, the arnplitudes of the second

EPSPs were not corre]ated with those of the first. [rhese
                                                          '                                           'observations cannot be explained by any posysynaptic mechani-

sms as a change in sensitivity of postsynaptic membrane to

the chemical transmitter (Watchel and Kandel, l971; Benne'tt,

l971).
                           .
     The presence of a correlation between the degree of

facilitation and the time to peak of the EPSPs does not come

about secondarily to IP lesion, because there is still a

significant correiation (p < O.05, t-test) between the degree

of facilitation and the time to peak of the EPSPs in normal
                                        'cats (filled circles in Fig. 5E). The correlation ]rather
  '
indicates that there is a positive correlation between the

degree of faci!itation and the location of the synapses
                         'producing the EPSPs, since the difference in the time course

of the EPSPs has been fully explained bY the differEnt loca-

tion of the synapses on the so!na-dendritic membrane of RN

neurons (Tsukahara and Kosaka, 1968; Tsukahara et aZ., i975a;
                                            '            '
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Murakami et al., l977; RaXl, l964).
        '                                 '     Although the mechanism of facilitation for cortico-rubral
                                                  '                                      '                        '                                                    'EPSPs is considered to be presynaptic as discussed above,
                              '
there is a possibility that the difference in the degree of
          'facilitation in individual EPSPs might be due to some post-
                                              'synaptic rnechanisrns which modify the amplitudes of cortico-
                            '                                              '                             'rubral EPSPs recorded by the intrasomatic microelectrodes.
                                               '           '                                'l. A non-linear property of the rnembvane such as the anomalous
                   '                                                         'rectification of the membrane (Nelson and Frankt l967), which
                '                                      'produces an increase of membrane resistance for a depolari' za-
                '                                                        '                         ' .tion, would modify the amplitudes of the EPSPs. It i's expect-
        '                             'ed that EPSPs produced at the distal dendrites are susceptible

to this modification more prominently, because iarger depolar-

ization might be produced by the same synaptic current due to

larger input resistance of distal dendritic branches (Rall
                                                 'and Rinzel, 1973)! 2. A participation of some active proeess
        '                     '             'such as a dendritic.spike (Spencer and Ka.ndei, 1961).

Dendritic spikes raay be generated by the second stimulus with
                         'a higher porbabUity then for the tirst, because the second
                                          'EPSP is superirnposed upon the depelarization caused by the

firSt EPSP. 3. A shortening of the dendritic electronÅ}c

distance caused by the preceding depolarization; in this
                '
situation the second cortico-rubral EPSP is propagated from
                    '                           'distal dendrites to the sorna with less attenuation than for
   'the tirst EPSP. This would result in an apparent increase
                     '              ttof the EPSPs generated by the second stimulus. ' ' •
              '     With the above mentioned mechanisras which presuppose

-1 23-



dendritic depolarization by the preceding EPSP it could not

be possibie to account for the long-lasting time course of
 '

the faciiitation. However, as for the facilitation at short

stimulus intervals it is possible that the above mechanisms
                                             'play an important role. Nevertheless, these possibilities
                   'are contradicted by the following reasons. 'a) TheHnon-l.inear

property of the membrane has not been observed in RIM ceiis

when tested by injectÅ}ng rectangular current threugh intra-

somatically penetrated microelectrode (Tsukahara et dl.,

l975b). b) The amplitude of cortico-rubral EPSPs was increas-

ed linearly by the hyperpolarizing current and decreased by

depolarizing current either in chronic (Tsukahara et al.,

l975a) or in normal cats (Tsukahara et al., 1975b). The
                                     '   'linear change. of the amplitudes of the EPSPs to injected

current can hardly be expected if the current-voltage relation

of the rnembrane is not linear. The reason against ehe second

possibility is that there is no inflexion in the rising phase

of the second cortico-rubral EPSPs judging from the photo-

graphic recordings as shown in Figure 1 and 4. unlike

dendritic spikes observed in chromatolysed motoneurons
                                                          '      '(Eccles, l964) and hippocarnpal pyramidal neurons (Spencer and

                                         'Kandel, l961).
        '                        '   ' The third possibility is readily excluded since a

shortening of the dendyitic electrotonic distance should
                            '
result in a reduction of the time to peak of the second

cortico-rubral EPSPs but no appreciable change in the rise
                                                       'time of these EPSPs was observed during the period of facUi-

tation.
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     It now seems unlikely that the difference of the degree

of facilitation is related to sorne postsynaptic rnechanisms.
        'Therefore, the alternative possibiZity/that it.is related to
                                      '                           '       'a property of presynaptic fibers is more li,kely.
                                                    '
     There are severaX possible presynaptic mechanisrrts for
                                     'the above property of the facilitation. The most attractive
                                   'of these is that presynaptic terntnaXs of RN cells receive
                                           t.a kind of infoxmation about the location of the postsynaptic
                                              'sites. This postulated information might be utilized to
 '
control the degree of facilitation of that presynaptic terminal.
                       'Indirect support of this interpretation is the accumulative
                             '                                    'evidence in neurQmuscular junctions that there is a kind of

inforrnation flow Åírom postsynaptic site to the presynaptic

terminals (Kuno et'al., 1974; Yip and Dennis, 1976; Br.own and
                          ttIronton, 1977; Grinnell et al., i977).
          '         '     The alternative explanation for the observed relation

between the degree of Eacilitation and the synaptic iocation
                                               'of these synapses is to assume that synapses which are not
                         '               '                                 'activated by a single irapu.lse because of the biockade of
                           '                                      '                                                       'impulse propagation at the branching of the presynaptic

terminals are activated by two or more successive stimulir

and that the degree of this recruitment of the inactive
 'synapses is more prominent in the more distally located
                  'cortico-rubral synapses. This would require that several
       'conditions be.rnet. First, it would require that there are a
                                                 '
significant number of branches of the cortico-rubral fibers,

and second that they shouXd be blocked for some reasonr
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resulting in the presence of the inactive synapses. Third,
                                 'it necessitates that the degree of the blockade oE impulse

conduction is reduced by the second or third impulse than by

the firstt thus producing the enhanced facilitation. HowevJer,
                                                       '                                       '            'there is nothing to indicate that these three conditions are
                                     '                                         ttt
                  '                                   '

                          SU)4MLARY-

     1. Properties of synaptic transmission during and after

repetitive activation of the newly formed cortico-rubral

synapses were examined in the red nucieus neurons (RN) of
                   '                                          '                                            'cats after iesions of the nucleus interpositus of the cere-

bellum (chronic cats) as well as in norrnal ones.

     2. A prominent facilitation of the amplitude of cortico-

rubral unitary EPSPs was observed in both normal and chronic

cats when a stirnulus to the cerebral peduncle (CP) was pre-

ceded by another stimulus by 2--50 msec.

     3. Tirae course of the facilitation shows that it attains

maximum at the interva! of about 3 msec and decays approxi-

mately exponentialiy lasting for 50 msec or more.

     4. When three successive stimuli of identical intensity
    '
were applied to CP, the degree of facUitation was more

prominent htan that for double shock.
                                      '                           '     5. There was a positive correlation between the time to
                            '                           'peak of the cortico-rubral EPSPs and their maxirnum value of

Åíacilitation. ' '                 '               '     6. The posttetanic Potentiation of the cortico-rubral
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                General Discuss'ion

                                               '                                                      '     '     The present study revealed that collateral sprouting
                                             '
and formation of new synapses occurs in adult cats iollowing

chronic lesion of IP.

     The study oE collateral sprouting started more than
                                                          '                                  '                                                  tttwenty years age, when ocqurrence of axonal sprouting firom
                      '                                         'intact axons was found following partial denervation of the
                                     'motor nerve (Edds, l953). The anatornical evidences for

collateral sprouting at the iight ptcroseqpic levei has,

been subsequently accumulated in the spinal cord {Liu and

Chambers, 1958; McCouch et ai., 1957) as weil as in the
                                               'superior cervical gangiion (Murray and Thompson. I9567

Guth and Bernstein, l960). Further anatomical evldences
                                                '          'fox lesion-induced collateral sprouting have been presented
                                                    'in varieus parts of the CNS based on histocheTnÅ}cal (Moore
     '        'et al., l971; Stenevi.et 'al., i972; West et al.. I975;
                                                  'Steward et al., 1974) as well as on eXectronmicrescopic
                             'resuits (Raisman, 1969; Raisman and Field, l973; Lund and

Lund, l971; Mathews, 1976a; b). However, these histochemical
                                           'and morphological studies faUed to demonstrate the functio-
                                           ttnal effectiveness of the synapses formed by the new coliate-

raZ sprouts. There have arlso been sorrte physiological works
                                     'in which collateral sprouting was suggested to occur in

the CNS by the analysis of the field potentials (WaU and

Eggar, l971; !Jynch et al., l973; West et al., 1975; Steward
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et al., l974). But such field potential analysis remained

indirect and could not decide whether the newly appeared

components are due to collateral spxouting or denervation

hypersensitivity (Axelson and Thesleff, l959; KufEler et

al., i971) or dendritic spike (Spencer and Kandel, 1961).

     The present study proved that the newly formed cortico-
                                                  'rubral synapses following IP lesion are indeed functional.
       'It was found that they show propeTties oE synaptic trans-
                                   'rnission simiZar to those of normal corticorubrai synapses,

when presynaptic fibers were activated repetitively.
                           '     Nadler (1973) reported that lesion of the entorhinal

cortex of the rat eleven days ai' tesc birth was foilowed by

formation oÅí anomalous septohippocampal projection, but

that the thereby observed increase in activiLLy ef acetyl-
     'cholinetransferase was transient. Further, Chow (l975)

found formation of ipsilateral retinal projection to lateraZ

half of superior colliculus, whtch is norma!ly' innervated

contralaterally, 14 - 26 days after enucleation in the rat

just after birth. However, these new cQnnections were

mostly not functional when the animais were fully grown up.
                                     'Also in the case of salarnander functionaUy suppressed

synapses by foreign nerve was finally eliminated morpho-
                               '                                          'logicaUy (Dennis and Yip, l978).,
                          '
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     One may wonder whether the newly formed synapses
                     'in the RN continue to function permanently or not.' The
                                              '                              '      'results of the present study indicate that the newly
                       '          'forrned CR synapses are functionally effective at least for
        '                                             '           'six month (see Fig. 7 of ehapter IV),after lesion of IP.
                                   '                                                       tt                                                  '     It should be noted that CR unitary EPSP with double

peak was observed in chronic cats and this was taken to

indicate that the collateral spruotin occurred irom
    'CR fiber. This observation indicates that mother branch
                                        'keeps its synaptic contac`L with the distal dendrites and

also that these synapses maintain their fu.nctional

effectiveness even after formation of new daugh`Ler branch
                                                  '
at,the prcoximal dendrite.

     The CR unitary EPSP with double peak (Fig.5 ef
                                                       '           'gg::tg.rlv,g.::y.,bg.;h.:.i.kgsx,:gr::g.egig.egc.:.;g:igh.,s2o,ged.

                                                 '            'functional effectiveness of the newly formed synapses.

:n the multiple synapse of the septum (Raismant l969)
                'the distance between two different synaptic site is of the

order of synaptic size <tw 5pm) and this indicates that
      '        ttthere was no axonal growth nor terninal proliferation.
                       'But' in the case of RN neurons, the. situation seems to be
                                '                     '                                 'different. Since the interval between the first time to
        '                                               'peak and the second one is about 2 rnsec, the electrotonic
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distance between two synaptic sites is estimated to be

about 4/5 of the eletrotonic length of the whoie neuron,

which is much larger than the synaptic size. This

indicates that in the case of RN neurons axons have indeed

grown new collateral branches and formed synases.
                                            '            '     Most oE the works on collateral sproutÅ}ng deal with

abnormal situation, i.e., the growth oÅí intact axons
                                           '                                               'following lesion of their neighborrkng tissues. One may

ask if the collateral sprouting as described here occur
    '
in the animal oi normal sÅ}tuation and if it is the

substrate for the plasticity of the behavior. The experi-

rnent that gives Å}nstght into this question is the one done

by Ts.ukahara and Fujito (l976). They demonstrated that the

collateral sprouting of the corticorubral synapses occur

following cross-innervation of the forelirub nexves in the

adult cat. They also observed behavioral recovery of the

forelirRb after the operation. Therefore, it is probable that
    '               'axonal sprouting is the substrate for behaviorai plasticty

or adaptabiiity, although other mechanisms such as postsynaptic

plasticity (e.g. cf. Rutledge, 1976) should alse be consi-
                                 '                                '          '
            '                '
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                  SUmmRY

     l. The present study showed collateral sprouting

and formation of new synapes in the rnammalian CNS as

well as their functionaZ effectiveness which histochemical
                        'and mophologicai studies have hailed to demon•strate.

     2. The significance of the present study was discussed
        '                               'in view of the fate of the newly formed synapses and the

originai ones aftex :P lesion. ,'                                                   '                                  '         '     3. The difference between the presenl evidence .of
         '                        '        '  'collaterai sprouting and formation of multiple synapses
               '                    '                'was .discussed. ' ' .                  tt
     4. The relation between axonal sprouting and the
 '    '                             ttbehavieral plasticity was also discussed'.
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Abbreviations used

CNS central nervous system

cp cerebral peduncle

EPSP = excxtatory postsynaptic potentia1

zpsp = inhibitory postsynaptic potential

PTP posttetanic potentzatÅ}on

IP znterposltus nucleus

SM sensori-motor cortex
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